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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic affected educational delivery dramatically, as many
classes were transferred from ground to online in just a few weeks. This
research explored the impact this transfer had on teachers and students.
The research focused on student motivation and productivity in the online
environment, as well as teacher presence in and preparedness for the online
environment. The problem statement for this research is as follows: the
COVID-19 pandemic responses to education diminished teacher presence
resulting in a steep decline in student motivation and productivity.
In addition to an extensive literature review, three case studies to better
understand what had already been successfully done at schools to encourage
teacher presence online were completed through reviewing secondary
sources that included journal articles. The research showed that students had
a better outcome and experience in courses that included teacher-delivered
e-streams and teacher-created videos. Students who were able to interact
with teachers during e-streams and see their teachers during videos were
more motivated and productive, as students felt a connection to the course
since the teacher was actively involved. However, the research also showed
that teachers needed additional training on how to create e-streams and
videos.
The visual solution of this research is a website that includes ideas on
simple ways to use available technology to create e-streams and videos.
The website provides suggestions that can be done quickly to ensure that
teachers are present online and is designed for teachers that are offered no
other immediate training.
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In response to the COVID-19 pandemic many classes were moved from
ground to online with just a few weeks’ notice. Students and teachers were
taken out of their comfort zones of having face-to-face communication and
quickly had to learn how to communicate online. Because of the continued
fear that the pandemic has caused, as well as the advantages seen through
offering online classes, some classes may continue to remain online rather
than return to the ground environment.
Many teachers were unprepared and did not know how to effectively transfer
from ground to online instruction. Time constraints permitted very little, if
any, training. At the same time that teachers were learning this new teaching
environment, students were also learning it. For students, rather than seeing
a teacher in a classroom several times a week, life was very different as
some students did not see their teachers again and others saw their teachers
a couple of times a week. This lack of teacher presence caused many
students to lose motivation and do just what they needed to do to succeed
in their classes. Students had difficulty becoming engaged in their learning
experiences as there was very little, if any, interactivity with teachers and other
students. Many students were less productive in learning and did not learn
course content at thoroughly as they would have on ground.

Problem Statement and Objectives
The problem statement is as follows:

presence and encourage students to

the COVID-19 pandemic responses

stay involved and interactive in their

in education diminished teacher

online experience.

presence resulting in a steep
decline in student motivation and

Teacher-made videos and e-streams

productivity. To keep the interest of

also provide teacher presence.

students and to ensure that students

Teacher-made videos might be

feel the presence of the teacher

done for introducing the week’s

as they did in ground classes,

assignments, providing instructions,

some online course room platform

presenting a lecture complemented

assignments might be utilized

with a PowerPoint presentation, or

by teachers. Discussion board

giving feedback. Live e-streams

assignments provide opportunities

can be used for the same purposes

for teachers and students to

and also provide an opportunity for

interact in the conversations taking

students to interact with the teacher

place. Journal assignments offer

through a chat or by voice, enabling

a teacher and student a chance

instant feedback to questions

to converse privately. Frequent

students may have. But some

teacher and student postings on

teachers lack the knowledge needed

discussion boards and in journals

so that they can make effective

remind students of the teacher’s

videos and deliver e-streams.
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During the first few months of the
pandemic two teachers asked this
thesis student for help in creating
videos and e-streams. The solution
was in multiple locations. This thesis
student is envisioning a visual
solution in one location, a website, to
make it easier for teachers to quickly
gain knowledge on how to create
videos and e-streams. The proposed
website will be designed for teachers
that are offered no other immediate
training. The proposed website is
unique, as it will provide suggestions
that can be done quickly to ensure
that the teacher is present online.

Research Questions
1.

How does adding teacher-made videos and e-streams to online
classes affect student motivation?

2.

How does adding teacher-made videos and e-streams to online
classes affect student productivity?

3.

Do the majority of teachers have the training needed to create
videos and deliver e-streams?
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Knowledge Gap
The COVID-19 pandemic has made educators and students wonder if
educational delivery will return to the way it had been before the pandemic
or if online classes are the new normal. If online classes are the new normal,
then teachers need training on how to establish a strong presence, effectively
teach, engage students, and encourage interaction in the online environment.
Teachers need to be sure that students are motivated to study for online
classes like they do for face-to-face classes.
Many suggestions have been made on types of assignments that work
well in the online environment. These assignments include teacher-made
videos, e-streams, and PowerPoint presentations with voice over, as these
assignments are interactive, engaging, and motivational for students. But with
lack of training it is difficult for teachers to create these assignments.
Teachers need a quick fix – a training experience that will prepare them to
create videos and deliver e-streams – so that they have a strong presence
online as quickly as possible. A strong teacher presence should help
strengthen motivation levels of students and ensure that students are learning
the course material.

Stakeholders
The primary stakeholders of this research are school personnel and affiliates,
students, and family members of students. Teachers and students are the
most impacted if classes are continued to be offered online. Better preparing
teachers to teach so that they are present online will be most helpful to
students, as students will ideally become more motivated and engaged in
their classes because of the teacher’s presence online.
Secondary stakeholders include future employers and all other members
of society. Employers need qualified applicants to apply for jobs. Qualified
applicants will likely need a specific educational background, as well as
personal maturity to handle the job. Other members of society will benefit as
well, as educated people are able to contribute to society in positive ways
through their knowledge and maturity.
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Significance
Students have an opportunity to see their teachers when taking online
courses through viewing teacher-made videos and attending teacher
delivered e-streams. Seeing their teachers helps students stay motivated
and productive while completing their courses. But many teachers need
additional training so that they are able to create videos and deliver e-streams.
The proposed visual solution is designed for teachers and offers support and
ideas on how to easily create videos and deliver e-streams, so that teachers
are present online as quickly as possible.
Even if the COVID-19 pandemic ends the proposed visual solution is helpful
as online instruction has become very popular and will likely continue for years
to come. For schools online instruction has proven to be cost efficient and
effective as it has provided an opportunity for increasing student enrollment
without having to be concerned about adding physical classroom space. For
teachers knowing how to effectively teach online should become a part of
nearly every teacher’s resume as the unique skills needed to teach online
will be required for many jobs. For students online instruction has become
a good alternative to face-to-face classes as taking online courses provides
the opportunity to use their own schedules and the technology that they are
so familiar with.
Ensuring that teachers have the additional training needed to teach online,
and specifically to create videos and deliver e-streams, will enable schools
to offer online classes as needed to accommodate students’ goals. Since
online classes seem to be the new normal, even if the COVID-19 pandemic
ends, this training should definitely be offered so that all teachers are able to
effectively present themselves online.
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The literature review and three case studies explore the pandemic’s effect
on education, assignments that encourage teacher presence online, and
teacher preparedness for instructing online. The three research questions
are answered through the literature reviewed and the case studies.

Literature Review
During the COVID-19 pandemic teachers shifted from presenting course
content in a classroom to presenting course content online. The first part of
this literature review describes this COVID-19 pandemic response and the
impact this response had on teachers and students.
One effect of the transition from face-to-face to online classes is that students
do not see their teachers as often online. Research has shown that video and
e-stream assignments help in establishing teacher presence in online classes,
as students see their teacher when viewing these assignments. Hence,
creating teacher-made videos and e-streams might be a part of the visual
solution. Research on the different types of videos available, characteristics
of good videos, and the usefulness of videos from the students’ perspective
is presented in this section.
The third part of this literature review includes research that discusses the lack
of technology preparedness of teachers teaching in the online environment.
This lack of knowledge prevents many teachers from using technology that
helps make them more present online.

14

The COVID-19 Pandemic

28

Videos in Online Classes

36

Teacher Preparedness

40

Case Study 1

48

Case Study 2

57

Case Study 3

67

Answers to Research Questions
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The COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic created chaos in nearly every aspect of life.
People were worried about becoming ill with COVID and infecting their family
members. Many people lost their jobs and were worried about their livelihood.
It was difficult to travel easily and to purchase some items since only essential
businesses remained open. More food preparation had to be done at home,
as many restaurants were closed. Industries faced huge challenges on
deciding how to change their way of doing business and survive financially.
The K-12 system, colleges, and universities also faced challenges.

Impact on Education
A major change made by nearly

Fong, the Founding Director of

every K-12 school was that within

the University Professional and

a few weeks teachers and students

Continuing Education Association’s

were asked to transition from face-

Center for Research and Strategy, did

to-face ground classes to online

a study on the lack of preparedness

or virtual classes. These changes

K-12 students have, or are projected

took students and teachers out of

to have, as a result of the COVID-19

their comfort zones in all levels of

pandemic. He found that during the

education. Families all over the

pandemic the K-12 system failed

world, now having to deal with

in effectively continuing to educate

these changes at home and work,

students so that students were

had to also factor in time for their

prepared to enter college. Some

children being at home instead of at

high school students delayed college

school and to help their children with

entrance and got jobs instead.

homework. College students had to

Others planned to bypass college

make their journey back home and to

altogether. Fong said this K-12 failure

start preparing for their future online

had greatly affected low-income and

classes with no end in sight of the

underrepresented students and that

pandemic.

it will affect college and university
enrollment in future years because

Research by Fong indicated that

students will not be prepared for

the actions taken by educational

college.

institutions in response to the
pandemic will have negative

A report by McKinsey & Company

long term effects on all levels of

states that in 2020 just 60% low-

education. Day et al. found that at

income and 90% high-income

several colleges and universities,

students logged into classes online.

responding to the pandemic required

And about 65% of students in

school administrators to make quick,

schools with high black and Hispanic

temporary changes that negatively

populations logged into classes

affected the faculty and students.

(Dorn et al.). Fong reported that at
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the beginning of the pandemic, 12

online courses so it was easier for

million K-12 students did not have

these colleges to transition from

the needed technology resources

ground to online since a delivery

for online instruction. When the

system was in place (Day et al. 4).

pandemic started and after moving
K-12 ground classes to the online

Students were not consulted about

environment, student attendance

the immediate change from face-

decreased. Several schools had to

to-face to online classes. Many

change graduation requirements

institutions surveyed students

so that students could graduate.

to determine if students had the

These changes weakened the

technology needed to attend class.

requirements, causing some students

If not, the institution allowed the

to feel unprepared and possibly not

students to borrow laptops. Students

wanting to go to college. Students

at the university in Hong Kong were

who were motivated to be in school

invited to attend technology training

because they went to ground classes

workshops to help them with Zoom

each day dropped out, as many

security issues regarding possible

needed the structure and support

observation from the Chinese

schools provided. And not socializing

government (Day et al. 4).

with friends and others during the
school day caused social issues for

The universities and colleges

some students.

temporarily changed their grading
policies to meet the COVID-19

Day et al. examined the impact

restrictions. Students had an option

of COVID-19 on six colleges and

of taking a pass/fail grade if they

universities located in the United

were not satisfied with the grade they

States, Canada, and Hong Kong. The

earned. Students were given more

author’s looked at the experiences

time to withdraw from classes and

people had as a result of the sudden

obtain refunds. Both the incomplete

change from face-to-face classes to

grade time frame and the time to

online classes. The study included

complete the course were extended

students, mostly undergraduates,

(Day et al. 4).

who were taking geography classes
(Day et al. 1-2).

Along with the lockdown and closing
of universities, college dorms

Regarding timing and preparation,

also closed. International and

the pandemic forced institutions to

out-of-state/region students were

transfer from a face-to-face classroom

required to return home. Residence

setting to a totally online environment

requirements were waived for these

in as few as three days and at most,

students and the students were able

two weeks. Institutions had to offer

to complete coursework from their

training, as some instructors had

home. The governments of Canada

little experience teaching online. Two

and the United States allowed foreign

of the six colleges already offered

students to take all classes online
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without affecting the students’ visa

The move from face-to-face teaching

status. However, because of travel

to an online environment was

restrictions many foreign students

unwelcomed by both teachers and

had to stay where they were. For

students. Day et al. felt that colleges

those students who could not leave

and universities anticipated that the

single dorm rooms were provided

urgent move from ground to online

(Day et al. 5).

was temporary. But if not, will parents
pay the high cost of tuition if their

Other effects of the pandemic were

students are only able to take online

that the college and university libraries

courses? Day et al. were concerned

closed. Students could access some

that parents will not (10).

libraries for a short period of time
before the full closure. Faculty were
not able to get into research labs and
field sites, so faculty and graduate
student research activities were
affected (Day et al. 5).
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Impact on Students
Day et al. found that changing

very impacted. Low income, Black,

from face-to-face to online classes

and Hispanic students were also

negatively

student

impacted because of having to work

motivation and productivity levels.

affected

at home. Students who returned

Research done by Gillis and Krull

home faced technology problems

and by Humphrey and Wiles also

in that they had old computers,

found that student motivation

outdated phones and tablets, and

levels decreased and that offering

poor internet connections. And some

interactive assignments helped in

students did not have a computer at

engaging students.

home (Day et al. 7).

Day et al. stated that the forced

Overall, students appreciated their

move to online classes because of

faculty and the efforts faculty made to

the pandemic disturbed the lives of

ensure that students were successful

students and faculty, but the impact

in the online environment. But many

was not equal and seemed harder

looked forward to being in face-to-

on students. Some students liked the

face classrooms in the not too distant

online environment especially if they

future (Day et al. 8).

were familiar through taking previous
classes online. They liked working at

Some students said that it was hard

home as they were more comfortable

to get motivated taking a remote

than being in a classroom and they

class. They felt isolated and that no

saved time because they didn’t have

community existed, as they missed

to drive to their school (Day et al.

communicating with their faculty

6). But most students and faculty

and friends. Many students said

were not happy with the online

they were stressed, less motivated,

environment. Before the pandemic

and less productive. They were

if students wanted to take online

concerned about completing all

classes, they registered for them.

course requirements and the grades

But for many students online classes

they would earn in their courses (Day

were not what they had paid tuition

et al. 6).

for and planned to take (Day et al. 8).
Many students had to face many
challenges that included lost jobs,
new or revised work schedules, taking
care of their family members, and

Many students said they were
stressed, less motivated, and
less productive (Day et al. 6).

sharing computers. Undergraduate
students tended to be under a lot of
stress. The pandemic compounded
this stress level. Female students
who had depressive symptoms were
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Some teachers changed their face-

In comparing nonwhite versus white

to-face instructional techniques and

students, Gillis and Krull found that

class assignments to better deliver

more nonwhite students (95%) than

content in the online environment

white students (76%) were less

and ensure that students had the

motivated because of COVID-19.

best learning experience possible.

More nonwhite students (57%)

Gillis and Krull did a survey with 66

than white students (31%) were

students to identify several barriers

worried about financial survival.

that hindered academic success

More nonwhite students (67%) than

and to obtain feedback on the

white students (64%) did not have a

instructional techniques they chose.

dedicated workplace at home. And
more nonwhite students (43%) than

When asked about barriers that

white students (18%) were worried

hinder academic success, Gillis

about medical care (Gillis and Krull

and Krull found that their students

295).

were highly influenced by several
factors. Because of the pandemic

In comparing non-first generation

students had to return home. Ninety-

with first-generation students, only

two percent said that their new

57% non-first generation students,

workspace had many distractions,

compared to 84% first generation

68% said they had no privacy, and

students, had a dedicated place to

65% said they could not find a

do their coursework. A few more

specific workspace to use. Because

first-generation students (84%) were

COVID-19 existed, 82% responded

less motivated compared to non-first

that they were less motivated, 70%

generation students (80%). And more

said they were distracted, 70% said

first generation students (52%) were

they were anxious, 56% said they

worried about finances than non-first

had mental health issues, and 53%

generation students (37%) (Gillis and

said they were not sleeping well.

Krull 295).

The majority of students were also
negatively impacted by changes in

In looking at different instructional

how their courses were delivered,

methods to include in online courses,

now that they were online. Eighty-

the assignments that allowed for

six percent said that they lacked

interaction with other students and

motivation since they were not in

the teacher were the most engaging

face-to-face courses, 70% said they

and interesting for students. The

missed the opportunity to talk to their

majority of students liked Zoom-

peers, and 53% said they were not

type meetings, discussion forums,

able to ask questions as easily as

PowerPoint presentations with

when in face-to-face courses (Gillis

voice over, and “small group video

and Krull 294).

chat[s]” (Gillis and Krull 291). The
majority also liked the effectiveness
and accessibility of individual work
assignments.
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Humphrey and Wiles did a study at a

On course effectiveness, many of

college located in the northeast part

the students felt that their remote

of the United States that included

courses were less effective than

15 students. Eleven students

ground courses in regards to how

said that they preferred ground to

much they learned. The students

online instruction, as face-to-face

believed that they were not learning

instruction was more engaging and

the material through video lectures

supportive in learning the content

because they were unable to interact

of the course (Humphrey and Wiles

with the professor. Students were

3451). Students also wanted the

not able to answer questions asked

face-to-face experience for laboratory

by the instructor and get feedback

experiments, as the experiments and

regarding their responses. Students

related content were difficult to learn

didn’t know if they were learning the

without an instructor being present

knowledge they should have learned

(Humphrey and Wiles 3452).

through watching the video lectures.
Students were concerned that the

Ten students wanted to “attend”

information they weren’t learning,

class the same scheduled time that

as a result of being online, was

the ground class was scheduled so

necessary to know for subsequent

that they had a “sense of normalcy”

classes. Students felt that since

(Humphrey and Wiles 3452). This

it was harder to stay engaged in

schedule gave students an actual

the online environment they were

time to focus on classwork and keep

not learning the course content

the same routine that they had before

(Humphrey and Wiles 3452-3).

the class went online. Students
stated that they were completing the

Humphrey and Wiles stated that

online assignments, but also said

motivation depended on what

they were “not necessarily thinking

the students determined to be of

of their online work as ‘studying’ or

benefit to them. To maintain student

a need to ‘memorize’ information

motivation in an online environment,

as they typically would during face-

they suggested the following. First,

to-face instruction because their

the teacher needed to communicate

online exams tended to be open

the expectations of the course clearly,

book” (Humphrey and Wiles 3452).

from the beginning to the end of the

Hence students were motivated to

course. Second the students should

keep a similar schedule but less

be allowed some freedom to decide

motivated to study when in an online

on course content. For example,

course because of the changes in the

they might watch a related video and

assignments’ expectations. Seven

start a discussion board with other

of 15 students said that they were

students about the video’s content.

less motivated to study because

Third, the teacher should “implement

they could not find a place to study

course activities that increase the

at home and campus libraries and

cognitive demand of tasks and

coffee shops were no longer open.

provide students with challenges
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that are at the edges of, or even
marginally beyond, their educational
level” (Humphrey and Wiles 3454).
For example, students might be
asked to review research papers.
And fourth, the students should be
asked to reflect on their learning
through the use of discussion
boards and journals, and receive
teacher feedback on how well they
were learning the course content
(Humphrey and Wiles 3454-6).
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Students’ Perspective
Students participating in a survey

Anna Cunningham, another BYU

and interview at both Brigham

student, said her motivation level

Young

and

had decreased. “I’m like still getting

Western Kentucky University (WKU)

University

(BYU)

everything done, but I know that I’m

helped explain the effect that the

not doing my readings as thoroughly

pandemic had on their college

as I probably could be” (Holbrook).

lives. Holbrook reported on a study

Lane Gibbons, a third BYU student,

done at BYU regarding student

also said she was less motivated.

academic motivation levels during

Gibbons said “the absence of in-

the COVID-19 shutdown. The study

person classes really makes it hard

examined the academic motivation

to feel committed to the material and

of BYU students taking face-to-

to the work ... [and that] classes

face classes that were moved to

don’t really feel real, the discussions

the online environment. Eighty-five

feel more superficial ... [but] the

percent, or 413 of 485 respondents,

assignments and the tests and the

said that their motivation decreased.

grades are very real” (Holbrook). In

Students stated that they were

referring to the differences caused

not as committed to studying the

by the pandemic Gibbons added

material, or studying as thoroughly,

“There’s something about that

when studying for online classes as

overarching feeling of dread and

they were for face-to-face classes.

uncertainty” (Holbrook).

Classes didn’t seem real, discussions

Eighty-five percent, or 413 of
485 respondents, said that
their motivation decreased
(Holbrook).

were shallow, and yet tests and
grades really counted.
Students voiced concerns that they
did not have a relationship with their
teacher and other students when
taking classes online. They said that
it wasn’t enough to correspond with

Dobbs reported that at WKU the

the teacher during one-hour Zoom

burnout for students during the

meetings. They said that not having

COVID-19 pandemic had increased

face-to-face interaction with teachers

because of “global pandemic,

and other students made them less

economic deterioration, rising social

motivated to study.

tension and a new online format for
learning.” Students were exhausted,

“Ryker Steiner, a BYU chemical

anxious, and had no semester break

engineering student, said he feels

during the shutdown.

like lectures he has aren’t an
experience anymore, but instead

A WKU senior math major, Amanda

just another piece of material he

Maceyko, said she was “struggling to

has to go through” (Holbrook).

get everything in on time or produce
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quality work … I’ve noticed the stuff

how can I not be pessimistic?

I’ve turned in is just not my best

There’s a big cloud of negativity and

work. I’m not performing to the best

pessimism, which isn’t anyone’s fault

of my ability or close to it, and it’s

but it’s just looming” (Dobbs).

because I feel burnt out and I have
no motivation” (Dobbs). Maceyko felt

Tess Welch, a junior studying special

that she was isolated because her

education and sign language, stated

classes were online and there was

that it was hard to continue to be

no real interaction with teachers.

a student since she was without a

She hadn’t been able to interact

community. She wore a mask and

with people, experience college life,

maintained the six-feet-apart rule

and connect with faculty the same

around people. She lived alone and

way she did in face-to-face classes

felt extremely isolated and said “it’s

She felt very lonely and had a lot

hard to find motivation when you

of anxiety. “My anxiety is through

feel alone” (Dobbs). She felt that

the roof … I sit there and look at my

the social and economic differences

work and just start crying” (Dobbs).

that she and other students were

Instead of doing her best work on

experiencing were causing everyone

assignments, she waited until the

to feel burnt out. In her own family

last minute and just put something

she was the only person working.

together.

Prior to the pandemic both her
parents also had jobs.

Noah Moore, a senior majoring
in Public Relations, Arabic, and

The COVID-19 pandemic has

Spanish, said that the COVID-19

caused a lot of uncertainty, dread,

pandemic made it very difficult for

challenges, and changes to the lives

him because he was finishing school,

of many students. These concerns,

about to enter the job market, and

as well as transferring classes from

wondered if he would get a job.

ground to online, have decreased the

He was hoping to find a job in a

academic motivation and productivity

country where he could speak one

levels of students. The design of

of the languages he majored in, but

the class, lack of interactivity and

didn’t know if he would be able to

engagement with the teacher and

because of the pandemic. He felt

other students, and difficulty of

his motivation had never been lower

incorporating effective relationships

since he had been at WKU. And his

online are just a few of the issues that

lack of motivation had been noticed

decrease motivation and productivity.

at work, where his colleagues told
him that he was not as positive as
he was before the pandemic. Moore
felt strongly that everyone would be
changed by the pandemic. “When
you have all these opportunities
lined up and they all get cancelled,
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Impact on Teachers
Day et al. found that teaching online

and

was much more challenging for

departments had available. Faculty

the

technologies

these

faculty than teaching face-to-face.

used Blackboard, Collaborate,

Kulikowski et al. found that the urgent

Desire2Learn, or Zoom (Day et al. 4)

change to teaching online created

to produce online lectures from their

a negative experience for teachers

homes, as these technologies were

and that their motivation levels

easy to work with. “The perception

decreased.

of most faculty was that it would be
difficult to replicate the face-to-face

Faculty found that it was harder

experience through remote teaching”

to have interactions with students

(Day et al. 4).

when teaching online and that it
took more time to teach online than
face-to-face. They felt that they had
to work much harder to teach their
online courses. Their use of email
increased by 50% and the number of
virtual meetings they were required
to attend also increased. And some
school programs were negatively

“The perception of most faculty
was that it would be difficult
to replicate the face-to-face
experience through remote
teaching” (Day et al. 4).

impacted as field camps, internships,
field exercises, and research projects

Konrad Kulikowski et al. examined

were cancelled (Day et al. 7).

the effects on motivation and
performance of educators being

One of the biggest hurdles faculty

required to use e-learning and teach

had to solve was how to revise

online because of COVID-19. The

course assignments and determine

authors used the Job Characteristics

how assignments and assessments

Theory (JCT) model developed

of student achievement would be

by Hackman and Oldham for this

evaluated. Using group project

study. Kulikowski et al. wanted “to

assignments became problematic, so

discuss the possible changes in six

these assignments were changed to

motivational job characteristics of

individual assignments. Reports and

the academic teacher’s job (task

papers were graded for completion

identity, task significance, skill

rather than content. Exams were

variety, feedback, autonomy, social

changed to open book and students

dimensions of the work) caused by

received different exam questions

COVID-19 forced e-learning” (1).

than other students (Day et al. 4).

The six propositions proposed by the
authors are that COVID-19 forced

Faculty members were encouraged

e-learning caused (1) a decrease in

to use the information technology

task identity, (2) a decrease in task

departments at their institutions

significance, (3) an increase in skill
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variety, (4) no change in job feedback,

technology skills included “using

(5) a decrease in autonomy, and (6)

and configuring e-learning platforms,

a decrease in social dimensions of

recording videos or podcasts, using

the work (Kulikowski et al. 4-8). All

electronic devices, creating online

six propositions were proven correct.

assessments, setting lights and
sounds for proper recording, etc.”

Proposition 1 on task identify found

(Kulikowski et al. 7). Teachers had

that teachers were unprepared for

to have good communication and

the forced e-learning environment.

listening skills. They had to be patient

The lack of teacher training in

and enthusiastic. They had to show

e-learning tools, organizational

a strong interest in each student,

constraints placed upon teachers

assure students that they were there

because of the pandemic’s urgency,

to help the students get through the

and role teachers had in providing

course, and help students who were

learning – from the communicator

having technology-type problems

of knowledge to the facilitator using

(Kulikowski et al. 7).

technology to communicate – were
challenges (Kulikowski et al. 5).

Proposition 4 suggested that there
would be no change in job feedback.

Proposition 2 on task significance

This proved true. Students realized

examined the impact upon people’s

that their teachers were experiencing

lives and work. In this situation

a higher workload and dealing with a

task significance for teachers was

lot of changes (Kulikowski et al. 7-8).

important because what they did
in class and their effectiveness

Proposition 5 considered autonomy,

in presenting material impacted

which decreased. Teachers in the

their students’ learning processes.

face-to-face classroom environment

Teachers were concerned if students

usually had autonomy. The pandemic

would be able to learn all course

changed the classroom from a

material online. If students weren’t as

teacher autonomy zone to a more

successful in the online environment,

public setting. The teachers lost

then everyone was not successful.

their freedom to decide on the best

Teachers worrying about their

ways to convey knowledge and to

evaluations on performance, dealing

instruct students. And teachers were

with red tape restrictions, and having

required to prepare video-taped

conflicts with other teachers caused

lectures (Kulikowski et al. 8).

a decrease in task significance
(Kulikowski et al. 6).

Proposition 6 looked at social
dimensions of the work, or how

Proposition 3 looked at skill

much people had to deal with other

variety. Teachers had to learn

people and how much feedback they

new skills and new technology to

received. The traditional classroom

present their classes in the forced

had more interaction between the

e-learning environment. These

teacher and students and between
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students and other students because

The overall conclusion of this study

of the interactions and bonds that

was that the face-to-face classroom

developed between teachers and

was preferred to online. The

students. The e-learning environment

forced e-learning environment had

limited personal interaction and

unintended consequences that could

relationship development. Hence,

lead to teachers having negative

social dimensions of the work

experiences and lower motivation

decreased (Kulikowski et al. 8-9).

levels (Kulikowski et al. 12).
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Teachers’ Perspective
Teachers were very supportive

He stated that student motivation

of students and the new normal

decreased because of the design

students were experiencing because

of the class itself, not because the

of COVID-19. They realized that not

class was being offered online. He

only had education delivery changed

mentioned that what is important are

but also lives had changed in many

the “method[s] being used to teach

ways. Teachers ensured that classes

the class … [and] what the teacher is

and assignments were designed

doing to engage the students online”

so that students were motivated

(Holbrook)

to continue their coursework, as
indicated in interviews at BYU and

Jennifer Redifer, an associate

WKU.

professor of psychology at WKU,
conducted a study with a focus

Julie Preece, a licensed psychologist

on cognitive load, as she felt

and BYU faculty member, said that

that cognitive load might lead to

students who were all of a sudden

decreased motivation levels amongst

taking online classes weren’t

students. Redifer said that cognitive

expecting to have to make this

load “is the mental resources you

change. They became shocked,

use to perform tasks. Extraneous

confused,

and/

cognitive load is any- thing not

or fearful, so their motivation was

directly related to the task at hand

negatively impacted (Holbrook).

that distracts you” (Dobbs). Redifer

Preece suggested that students

felt that when students moved

might be more motivated if they

into the online environment, the

became more involved in the online

extraneous cognitive load made

class. For example, during the Zoom

the tasks students had to do more

portion of the class, students should

difficult than normal. She said that it

keep their camera on at all times so

wasn’t the workload that caused the

that they do not have their attention

problem, but the new online format

taken away from the class.

and not having a set schedule.

Charles Graham, a professor in the

Dabri Haynes-Lawrence, another

BYU Instructional Psychology and

WKU professor, felt that student

Technology Department, stated that

motivation would be decreased

students and teachers had not learned

because of stress so she decreased

how to develop relationships online

the amount of busy work from her

because the online environment

courses. She surveyed students in

was new for them. Graham said that

her summer courses at the mid-point

developing relationships online was

and found that in one class students

very possible, but perhaps more

were stressed but thought the

difficult for teachers as teachers

class was doable. In another class

were not familiar with online tools.

she removed the final assignment

disappointed,
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and in a third class she made the
final writing assignment a bonus
assignment (Dobbs).
Interior Design Program instructor
Sheila Flener modified her course
for the semester. She said “you gotta
have compassion and understand
that you don’t know what these
students are going through, and we
have an organization, the Interior
Design Association, where we have
students who get on our Zoom
meetings just because they need
someone to talk to” (Dobbs). Flener’s
course modifications included
eliminating an assignment and
having assignments due every few
days rather than at the end of each
week. She was hoping that changing
assignment due dates to every few
days would help students feel less
overwhelmed and more motivated to
continue on in the course. Redifer,
like Flener, also suggested that
assignments be due several days
during the week rather than just the
last day of the week.
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Videos in Online Classes
Teachers were no longer the presenter of knowledge in a ground classroom
but instead a facilitator working with technology to present the class content
online. Students missed seeing their teachers on a daily basis. Their
motivation levels decreased and the amount they learned was negatively
impacted. Research has shown that teacher-made videos provide a good
way of adding teacher presence online, as students can see their teachers
when watching a video. But research has also shown that creating an effective
video might be challenging. The types of videos that might be used, the
characteristics and usability of good videos, and how to effectively present
videos as part of class assignments are discussed in the following sections.

Video Types
When comparing teacher presence

found that YouTube videos, if subject

in face-to-face and online courses,

related, added nicely to the course

there is a major difference in

curriculum.

student experiences. In the face-toface classroom students see their

Harrison did a study that looked at

teacher every day. Many students

how teachers and students perceived

in the online environment see only a

videos as added assignments in

picture of their teachers. Others see

their courses. The respondents were

teachers when viewing teacher made

asked which types of videos were

videos and e-streams. Teacher-made

included in their courses. From high

videos and e-streams have done

to low, the responses follow: talking

well in the online environment in

head videos – 96%, interviews with

establishing teacher presence. In

experts or practitioners – 80%, filmed

addition to teacher-made videos,

lectures with possibly a PowerPoint

other course related videos might be

slide show – 76%, videos on a set

good additions as well.

location – 59%, and animations that
present a scenario – 56% (Harrison

A review of the literature indicates

266). Talking head videos feature

that several types of videos might

academic people talking about a

be used in online courses. For

certain subject (Harrison 267).

example, interviews with experts,
teacher lectures with PowerPoints,

Harrison found that 90% of the

podcasts, and YouTube videos might

respondents were most likely to

be considered. Harrison found that

watch interviews with experts videos

interviews with experts, talking head

from beginning to end and 79%

videos, and filmed lectures were

were least likely to watch talking

most impactful. Moore and Smith

head videos from beginning to end.

found that podcasts were a good

Nineteen percent said talking head

alternative to live teaching, and Riley

videos had the highest impact on
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learning and 18% said filmed lectures

Riley found that students were very

had the next highest impact (Harrison

engaged and seemed to have a good

266).

learning experience when viewing
videos that were included in course

In a study that compared video

assignments. She liked that students

podcasting

instructor

were able to pause a video and

demonstrations, Moore and Smith

also view a video more than one

found that podcasting was a good

time. Riley suggested using YouTube

alternative to live teaching. Faculty

videos, as YouTube is user friendly

who recorded podcasts saved time,

and offers a large variety of videos.

as podcasts could be shown in more

She felt that videos work well in both

than one class. And students were

ground and online courses in most

able to schedule a convenient time to

subject areas, as long as the video’s

view the podcast. Moore and Smith

content related effectively to the

said that one weakness should be

subject being studied (Riley 81).

to

live

solved: the limited ability of students
to ask questions while viewing the
podcast, and what methods, like
instant messaging or a Twitter-type
account, might be considered to
permit students to ask questions
(Moore and Smith 412-3).
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Characteristics of Good Videos
Production quality, video length,

students could view the video in

included content and enhancements,

more than one sitting. Riley chose

and perceived usefulness to course

high quality, professional videos

content were video characteristics

that included audio and images and

that students found to be important.

also had good content, stimulated

Other important characteristics

student interest, described examples,

were excellent sound quality; the

were understandable, and were

effectiveness of the teacher’s

interesting.

presentation, tone, body language,
and expressions (Harrison); and

Video enhancements – for example

seeing the teacher’s hands, face

transcripts and in-video prompts –

and/or body (Perez-Navarro et al).

were liked by students (Harrison), as

Dash et al. concluded that teacher

well as audio and visual elements,

quality has the most impact on

interactive

student learning. Teachers making

questions, and guiding questions

teaching videos need to deliver a

(Brame). The included content and

high-quality, nicely communicated

its value to the overall course had

presentation with good style, tone,

to be effectively communicated

and body language (Dash et al.).

to students. Videos that included

elements,

inserted

conversational style language

Teachers making
teaching videos
need to deliver a
high-quality, nicely
communicated
presentation with
good style, tone,
and body language
(Dash et al. 269).

(Brame), a step-by-step or a howto process (Yang), and problem
solving techniques (Perez-Navarro)
were found to be useful for students.
And signaling, or highlighting
important text; segmenting, or
chunking information; weeding, or
removing not needed information;
and matching modality, or choosing
the best alternative between audio/
verbal or visual/pictorial were helpful
in ensuring students were learning as
much as possible (Brame).
Yang did a study “to identify the
kinds

of

online

instructional

strategies and course designs that
Video length was consistently

effectively helped the students learn

suggested to be no more than

statistical concepts” (2) from the

ten minutes (Harrison, Riley, and

students’ perspective. Yang wanted

Brame), and if longer, having a

to do this study because research

pause feature was required so that

showed that learning outcome and
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student satisfaction depended on

a section. The student is able to

the students’ overall perception of

process smaller blocks of information

online course design (Yang 6). The

and better retain the information.

results of the study found that the

Segmenting helps manage intrinsic

students’ perception of effective

load, or how a student relates to the

instructional strategies, from high

subject being studied, because the

to low, were case studies (38 of

student has control over the flow of

39 responses), videos (35 of 39

information. Segmenting also helps

responses), instructor notes (31 of

increase germane load, the amount

39 responses), projects (29 of 39

of cognitive activity that a student

responses) and discussion forums

must have to master the content

(25 of 39 responses) (Yang 8). Yang

matter (Brame 2).

stated that for videos to be more
effective, the videos should show a

Weeding refers to the removal or

step-by-step or how-to process that

elimination of not needed information,

students can easily follow. However,

such as music, animation, and

these videos must be instructor

backgrounds. Matching modality

created because the content would

uses “both the audio/verbal channel

be more focused on what the

and the visual/pictorial channel to

students needed for understanding

convey new information” (Brame

the material (Yang 13).

2). By an instructor choosing the
most appropriate channel to use, the

Brame examined the literature

germane cognitive load is maximized

relevant to educational videos. She

(Brame 2).

said that four themes or practices
emerged to ensure that students

Having guiding questions on videos

learned as much as possible from

proved helpful. Students scored

educational videos: signaling,

higher on a test after watching a

segmenting, weeding, and matching

video with guiding questions than

modality. Signaling is the use of

those students who watched a

text – highlighted words or symbols

video without guiding questions.

– that catches the viewer’s attention

By providing guiding questions,

as being important. The use

germane load increased learning

of highlighted words or symbols

and extraneous load was reduced.

provides the viewer visual information

Guiding questions helped in focusing

on the important content and reduces

student attention on the material.

extraneous load, the amount of effort

And Brame found that making videos

a student must use that doesn’t

part of a homework assignment to

help learning. Segmenting is the

help students understand difficult

process of chunking information.

concepts proved useful to students

This can be done by cutting down

(Brame 5).

the length of a video or by having
“click forward” pauses so the student
is able to go forward after ending
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Brame stated that videos enhance

concluded “that for those students

student learning. Videos should

who follow the subject, videos can

be short and target goals for

help them improve their chances to

student learning. Both audio and

pass the exam, and therefore, the

visual elements should be used

course” (1024). Overall students

to explain the video contents

were satisfied with videos and

and these elements should be

perceived videos to be useful. And

complementary, not redundant.

students’ preferred videos in which

Brame suggested using signaling

they could see the teacher (hands,

to emphasize important content,

face, and/or body). This preference

using conversational language to

was more important for online than

increase student engagement, and

ground students (Perez-Navarro et

embedding interactive elements or

al. 1025).

guiding questions to help students
actively learn (Brame 5).
Perez-Navarro et al. did a study on
student perception of the use of videos
and how videos are made. The study
looked at videos with and without the
teacher’s hand or body in the video.
The goal of the research was to
“analyze the perceived satisfaction of
students with videos (the perceived
usefulness and usage), with the
type of videos (screen capture and
video with hands) and the kind of
contents (theory or problems, which
is a typical distinction in physics
subjects)” (Perez-Navarro et al.
1010).
The results of the study indicated
that students were satisfied with
videos in both the ground and virtual
environments, learning satisfaction
was affected positively by perceived
usefulness, and videos that included
problems were perceived helpful
(Perez-Navarro

et

al.

1023).

Students who viewed videos as
part of a course had a higher grade
average than students who did not
view videos. Perez-Navarro et al.
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Video Usefulness
Students perceived videos as

Norma Scagnoli et al. agreed that

useful if the video was a high quality

videos should be part of students’

presentation done by their own

learning experiences. Scagnoli et al.

teacher (Yang). Two studies found

recommended that video lectures be

that videos were useful in helping

included in course material as video

students earn higher scores on

lectures met the needs of different

exams (Perez-Navarro et al. and

learning preferences, were engaging,

Dash et al.). However, Dash felt that

and made the teacher present

technology should be used but not

online. Scagnoli found a difference

take the place of classroom teaching.

in graduate and undergraduate
student reactions to videos. Graduate

Brame said “effective use of video as

students were more appreciative

an educational tool is enhanced when

of and more positively affected by

instructors consider three elements:

video lectures than undergraduate

how to manage cognitive load of

students. Undergraduate students

the video; how to maximize student

said video lectures were helpful when

engagement with the video; and how

completing assignments, but about

to promote active learning from the

20% of the responders said they

video” (1). She found making videos

would eliminate video lectures from

part of homework assignments to

the course compared to about 8% of

help students understand difficult

graduate students (Scagnoli 406-8).

concepts proved useful to students.
She said seeing visuals was more
memorable than text delivery. She
found that adding questions to videos
increased student learning because
students took notes and had less
stress when taking tests.
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Presenting Videos Effectively
Teachers had a strong opportunity to

The results of the study were that

become very interactive with students

students’ performance on the post-

by presenting related information

test (mean of 8.52) was significantly

before the video, during the video,

better than on the pre-test (mean

and/or after the video. Riley found

of 5.45) in understanding the

that adding videos that introduced a

concept of fatty liver (Dash et al.

topic stimulated student interest. She

243). In responding to the feedback

also found that a discussion board

questions, students indicated that

assignment following a video helped

they liked the quality and content

ensure that students understood

of the video and that the video’s

the video’s content. Two studies

opening scene was so interesting

showed that presenting videos and

that they were motivated to watch it.

also having introduction or follow

“Students appreciated the animation

up lectures, as well as homework

quality, clarity of audio (which is of

assignments that were done in

poor quality in many educational

groups or individually, were effective

videos found online), and the logical

assignments because they engaged

flow of information” (Dash et al. 244).

students and were interactive.

The mean response was greater
than four for four of the five feedback

Dash et al. explored how cognitive

questions. A question that asked

processing was impacted by using an

if the video could be used as a

animated video as part of the learning

replacement for taking a theory class

material. The topic, fatty liver, was

on fatty liver received a 3.5 response.

chosen because students tended to

Dash et al. concluded that starting

have a difficult time understanding

with an informative lecture on fatty

fatty liver, a clinically relevant

liver before viewing the video had

topic for biochemistry majors. One

a positive effect on student learning

hundred students participated in

and students being able to remember

the study. Students first listened to

important concepts from the video.

a short informative lecture on fatty

Students were “able to draw from the

liver and then took a pre-test of ten

schemata in the long-term memory,

multiple choice questions to test

an important concept in cognitive

content knowledge. Students then

learning theory” (Dash et al. 244).

viewed the video, “Harry’s Fatty
Worries,” that had a running time

Denise Wright, a middle school

of 11:36 minutes. After viewing the

science

video students took a post-test of ten

students who watched live science

questions, five from the pre-test and

experiments remotely were very

five feedback questions, to determine

engaged and motivated. Wright did

the students’ perception of the video

live demonstrations online, using

(Dash et al. 242).

Zoom or Google Meet, and recorded

teacher,

found
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that

these demonstrations so that students
were able to view them later. Wright
chose to do demonstrations that
were fun to watch, either because of
a chemical reaction that might occur
or because the subject matter was
of strong interest to her students.
During the presentation she asked
students for feedback and responded
to what the students said. After
presenting the live demonstration,
Wright required that students do
some follow up related homework.
When they returned to class they
participated in a Zoom-type meeting
to present what they found. They
were often put into groups using the
Zoom platform so that they could
talk to other students in the class.
Wright found that students were
motivated to attend class and learn,
provided that the live demonstration
was done well, incorporated student
interactions during the experiment,
had follow up assignments, and
offered a way for the class members
to interact with each other (69).
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Teacher Preparedness
Research done on technology

experience for students, as it helped

preparedness consistently indicated

students learn the material and

that teachers need more training

provided an opportunity for students

to transition from ground to online

to view the lectures as much as

classes. Freed et al. found that

desired when away from class (Freed

teachers were stressed over having

et al. 600-01).

to learn new technology to teach in
the online environment. Spoel et al.

The study found that using lecture

found that teachers liked integrating

capture

technology into their courses but

technostress amongst teachers

needed more training to do so.

because it required teachers to

Amhag et al. also determined that

learn a new technology. Teachers

online instructors needed training

were concerned that if they did not

in technology. In research done

learn the new technology their job

by Wagler, students mentioned

might be threatened. Teachers felt

that they wanted their teachers

vulnerable and had ethical concerns.

to become much more effective

The authors stated that more

when communicating online and in

technology training was necessary,

using social media and technology

but this training may not be enough.

correctly.

Communication between faculty,

technology

created

time, and technical support would
Freed et al. did a study to learn about

also be helpful for teachers to learn to

the experiences faculty had when

use lecture capture in an innovative

using lecture capture technology.

way (Freed et al. 601-2).

Lecture capture is defined as
using “classroom technology to
digitally record class activities for
later retrieval” (Freed et al. 598).
Four themes emerged. First, the
teachers described their experience
when first learning lecture capture
technology as “unsettling, anxious,
and unanticipated” (Freed et al. 600).
Second, the teachers said that lecture
capture was unwanted because it

Teachers were concerned
that if they did not learn
the new technology their
job might be threatened
(Freed et al. 601-2).

disconnected their relationship with
the students. Third, the teachers
were concerned that students would
not attend class because students
could watch lectures on their own
time. Fourth, the teachers said that
lecture capture created a positive
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Spoel et al. looked at educators’

The

reactions to COVID requiring the

on the use of digital tools in

responses to a question

immediate transfer of ground

different situations – teaching,

classes to online. The study found

communications, research, and

that educators who had a mid-

administration – indicated that digital

type experience with information

tools were used mainly in teaching,

communication and technology

both in the classroom and when

felt more positive about teaching

creating curriculum. Teachers said

remotely than they had anticipated.

that digital communication-type

Teachers with the most experience

tools were important to have so that

in information communication and

students and colleagues at other

technology likely already realized the

universities could be communicated

value of technology and those with

with easily. On how teachers rate

the least experience probably didn’t

themselves in competence in the

use it because they lacked skills. The

digital environment, the majority

study also found that male teachers

were in the mid range: low (16%),

had a more positive experience

medium (55%), and high (28%). In

than female teachers. Spoel et al.

responding to the question regarding

suggested that as educators better

if they saw creating a digital learning

appreciated the possibilities that

environment as problematic, 14%

using technology brought to the

thought it problematic, 38% thought

classroom they would have a better

it unproblematic, and 48% did not

experience online and that training

respond (Amhag et al. 211-2).

programs be made available to
teachers (631).

Amhag et al. found that teachers did
use information and communications

Amhag et al. did a study to “identify

based teaching (ICT) as a tool for

teacher educators’ use of digital

transferring from ground to online,

tools and subsequent need for digital

but not “primarily as a pedagogical

competence in higher education”

tool to improve student teaching and

(203). The responses, showing

learning” (Amhag et al. 215). Eighty-

the percentage that used the tool

seven percent of the respondents

mentioned, follow: laptop (92%),

reported that there was a strong need

smartphone (71%), tablet (51%),

for ICT training. The authors found

desk-top computer (47%), and smart

it unacceptable that the institutions

boards (18%). To communicate, 53%

did not integrate ICT and did not

used Skype, “half of the respondents

offer training for teaching candidates

use e-meeting system tools, such as

in ICT. They recommended that a

Adobe Connect and 46% report using

paid, in-service training that covers

some form of mobile applications

both pedagogy and technology be

such as Adobe Connect, Box, Google

delivered to teachers.

Drive, Hangouts, Kahoot, Skype
Business, or Zoom” (Amhag et al.
211).
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This type of training would very

Students provided ten suggestions

likely increase the motivation levels

that described what they expected

of teachers and lead to teachers

from faculty. These suggestions

networking with each other in the

included that faculty should be

future (Amhag et al. 216).

consistent when using instructional
technology,

use

instructional

Wagler took a different approach in

technology only when needed, create

that he did a study to learn students’

learning materials that effectively

perspectives on their teachers’

helped students learn the material,

ability to use interactive instructional

digitize the material correctly, use

technology. Students responded

social media as well as other media

during focus groups and said (1)

correctly, clearly present what parts

faculty communication needed

of the course were online versus

to be effective when faculty used

face to face, and become more

interactive instructional technology,

comfortable when using technology

(2) personal and professional life

(Wagler 88).

lines had become weakened as
opportunities to communicate online
increased, (3) student motivation
levels were impacted because of
technology advances causing a
separation between students and
faculty, (4) faculty needed to become
more familiar with technology
appropriate for interactivity to
ensure that students were effectively
learning, (5) students would have a
stronger trust when doing interactive
assignments when faculty increased
their familiarity with technology, and
(6) students realized that there would
always be problems with technology
and that they would have to help
faculty troubleshoot (Wagler 82-83).
The most important priority on this
list was the first one, that faculty
members effectively communicated
when using interactive instructional
technology.
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Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemic immediately changed the way education was
delivered. Teachers had to learn a new way to teach classes and students had
to learn a new way to learn course material. Since it is unknown if the number
of online classes offered in future years will be similar to the number offered
during the last couple of years, preparing teachers to be able to transition
easily from ground to online seems a very good idea especially with the
uncertain times people are experiencing because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
To help keep student motivation and productivity at high levels, teachers need
to be present in the online classroom. Assignments that encourage interaction
between teachers and students have proven to be engaging and interesting
to students. Teacher-made videos and e-streams ensure that the teacher is
present in the classroom.
Research has shown that teachers are not well prepared to transition from
ground to online, as they lack technology knowledge needed to create some
of the course assignments and to deliver the material. To ensure that teachers
are immediately present in the online classroom, suggestions on how to easily
create teacher-made videos and e-streams might be considered helpful.
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Videoconferencing
The educational response to the COVID-19 pandemic was to transition
classes from face-to-face to online at many schools, colleges, and universities
as quickly as possible. This case study explored the impact of this response
on the online instruction market and one university’s idea on how to effectively
transition classes from face-to-face to online.

Are Online Classes the New Normal?
The online teaching market has grown 900% during the last two decades.
Because of the pandemic causing 1.38 billion students worldwide (McCarthy)
to transfer from face-to-face to online classes during the winter of 2020,
this market grew 36.3% in 2020 and is expected to continue growing at
a compound annual growth rate of 10.3% through 2027. These statistics,
in dollars, indicate that this market was worth $250 billion in 2020 and is
expected to be worth $500 billion in 2027. Even without the pandemic, this
market was projected to be worth $375 billion or more in 2027 (Mani).
Although statistics show that online teaching is a growing market, a question
might be asked regarding if online teaching is the new normal. How effective
is online teaching perceived to be? Provided that students have access
to computers and other technology needed to do online courses, online
instruction has some good results. Research has shown that some students
learn more quickly and retain more in the online environment partly because
they are able to learn at their own pace and can easily review course material
a number of times to ensure they are digesting the information. In face-toface classes, course material is often delivered through a lecture, so students
have just one time to absorb and take notes on the material. And if students
are absent, they miss the lecture (Li and Lalani). However, research has also
shown that online instruction is not appreciated by teachers and students as
much as face-to-face instruction (Hew et al.).
Through the growth in popularity of online classes during the last few
years, more and more faculty and students have been exposed to online
instruction. Many colleges are now offering degrees that have all required
courses online. With the improvements in technology and the increased
technological knowledge of students, taking classes online seems to be a
natural way to learn. Adding unknown disasters like a pandemic or a war to
the mix, substantiates online class delivery of educational knowledge as the
new normal.
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Videoconferencing Online with Zoom
In response to the pandemic, some

participated in the study. One of the

educators have changed their

goals of this study was to determine

teaching methods. At a public Asian

if student learning outcomes were

university, one successful method

different depending on the type of

was found that used Zoom-type

course the students took. A second

technology. Hew et al., knowing

goal was to determine good practices

that having to change online course

when using videoconferences in

content could be very stressful,

online instruction (Hew et al. 5).

decided that they could make a
quick change in how they delivered

Final course grades were used

a course and wanted to explore

to determine if student learning

the impact of this change. In the

outcomes were different depending

fall of 2019, conventional flipped

on the type of course the students

courses were offered and had

took. A comparison of grades

become popular with students and

between courses indicated that that

faculty. A conventional flipped course

there was no difference in learning

was one that asked students to do

outcome. The results of the study

some pre-work on their own prior

suggested that students learned

to attending a face-to-face class.

effectively in both types of classes,

The pre-work was delivered through

as the learning outcome of students

online active learning activities

in online flipped classes were about

and the face-to-face class involved

the same as in conventional flipped

students in activities to help them

classes (Hew et al. 14).

better understand the material they
learned in the pre-work assignment.

Based

In the spring of 2020, when the

teachers and students, seven

on

comments

from

pandemic hit, the conventional

good practices were suggested

flipped courses were changed to

when using videoconferences in

online flipped courses. The pre-work

online instruction. The first good

assignments were the same but the

practice was to ask all participants

face-to-face part was substituted

to silence their microphones when

with a Zoom videoconference type

not speaking to prevent background

presentation (Hew et al. 4), making

noises from being heard. The second

the class delivered totally online.

was to ask participants to turn on
their webcams or cameras, so that

The study done by Hew et al.

their faces could be seen by all

included two conventional flipped

attending the conference. Seeing

courses instructed in the fall of 2019

other faces created online social

and two online flipped courses taught

presence, which had been found

in the spring of 2020. Each class had

to be helpful in boosting student

the same instructors and students

satisfaction and perceived learning.

assistants. Ninety-nine students

The instructor benefited from seeing
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the students, as facial expressions

The fifth good practice was for the

might have indicated boredom or

instructor to provide feedback to

concern. And students were able to

students on their pre-class work.

see the other students (Hew et al.

This feedback gave students a better

15-16).

understanding of how much they
learned from doing the pre-work.

The third good practice was for

The sixth was to use a mobile phone

the instructor to explain the online

app for communicating with students.

classroom setup to students.

The app provided quicker online

Students needed to be familiar with

response times and the ability to

how the class would flow and how

communicate with students when

to use Zoom technology. The fourth

students were in breakout sessions.

was for the instructor to have dual

And the seventh was to use several

monitors, one to display a gallery view

different media and activities when

of the participants and the other to

presenting course material. By using

show the presentation material. The

a variety of media, PowerPoint slide

two monitors provided an in-class

shows and whiteboards for example,

view experience in that one showed

students seemed more involved and

the students and the other displayed

interested in the learning process

the whiteboard the instructor was

(Hew et al. 18).

writing on (Hew et al. 17).
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Conclusion
This case study suggests that online instruction is likely the new normal and
that there are some good ideas coming about that will make doing online
instruction easier for teachers. The study done by Hew et al. describes
an easy and effective way to use already available technology to help in
converting face-to-face classes to totally online classes. The good practice
suggestions for videoconferencing are very helpful for those teachers who
want to incorporate this technology in their courses. The instructor’s presence
in the videoconferencing portion of the class seemed effective in keeping
students engaged and motivated during the class session. And students were
productive as student learning outcome, measured by final course grades,
was the same in both the face-to-face and online courses in this study.

Visual Analysis - Videoconferencing Features
For the videoconferencing portion

shows an instructor using an iPad

of the online flipped courses

to share information. This image

the instructors used the Zoom

also shows a monitor that displays

videoconferencing app to provide

the tools – chat or raise hand, for

the method of communications

example – that the instructor can use

with the students. The Zoom

during the class and a partial gallery

videoconferencing tool was easy to

view of students. The image on the

use, had low bandwidth requirements,

top right side shows the instructor

and was able to record and store

transferring his iPad notes, or lecture

class sessions. Through this app the

material, to a monitor. A second

instructors could use breakout rooms

monitor shows a gallery view of the

for students to discuss lessons or to

students. The instructor is sitting

do team assignments. The instructors

in front of these monitors and is

were able to interact with students by

conducting class as he would in a

asking questions and answering

face-to-face environment. The next

questions. This interaction helped to

image shows the instructor’s lecture

give the instructors a strong presence

notes in the center and some pictures

in the classroom (Hew et al. 10- 11).

of students on the right side of the
monitor. The instructor is able to

Figure 1 (Hew et al. 13) shows

see raised hands if students have

examples of Zoom features that were

questions. The next image shows

used during the videoconferencing

the chat box feature and the following

portion of the courses. These

image shows a gallery view of all the

features include a chat box, shared

students in the class. This gallery

screen, and gallery view (see fig.

view image is followed by one that

1). In looking at figure 1 closely, a

shows a vote capability of Zoom. And

collage of seven images is telling a

the last image shows a few students

story. The image on the top left side

in a breakout room.
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removed for copyright

Fig. 1. Figure 7 from Khe Foon Hew et al. (13).
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The images in figure 1 collectively

presence of the teacher and the

represent a form of art, as these

teacher interacting with some of the

images are telling the story of the

students. The next image shows the

teacher conducting class. The

chat box feature being made active.

images also show the students’

The chat box enables the teacher

interaction in the class. This figure

to communicate with a particular

architecturally shows how the

student. It also allows students to talk

instructor has set up the classroom

to other students. Relating symbolism

and is similar to a motion picture,

to the breakout room, groups of

as it is shows a live session that is

individuals can discuss a project they

being recorded for future viewing.

are doing for the class or if given a

Design is incorporated in this work

question by an instructor, can discuss

as the work resembles a mood board

the answer before returning to the

and a storyboard. The medium used

main classroom. In the breakout

is photography. Design is also used

room, the instructor can pop in at

for effectively laying out the visuals

any time, listen to what is going on,

in an order that tells the story. The

and discuss information with the

students are the audience, as they

students. Since there are a smaller

are attending a class. For the reader

number of students interacting with

of the article, teachers and other

the instructor in a breakout room, the

researchers are the audience. The

instructor’s presence is even more

cultural context this work shows is the

noticed by the students.

new way of transferring knowledge
in a classroom. The instructor is

Iconographically the collection of

viewing the students on a monitor

images portrays what the instructor

and is using an iPad as he would a

has done to effectively transfer the

white board. Students are attending

class from face-to-face to online. The

class from home, which is now their

collection illustrates the techniques

new classroom.

the instructor uses to interact with
the students while also delivering a

In looking at the semiotics in the

lecture. Throughout the presentation,

visual, the gallery view of the students

the instructor is present and is able

shows a picture, or sign, of each

to help in engaging and motivating

student. A symbol is shown if the

students. In smaller breakout rooms,

student is not currently in the Zoom

the instructor’s presence is even

session. The third image shows the

more impressive.
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Conclusion
The problem being researched in this study is instructor presence diminishing
from the classroom with the transfer from face-to-face to online instruction.
The beauty of the method of teaching that Hew et al. suggested is that
students can be with their instructor online nearly as effectively as when in a
face-to-face class. The seven images in figure 1 show that the instructor is
making a strong effort to have presence in the classroom through the use of
Zoom technology. Students are in class when the instructor teaches the class
and presents the lecture material. The instructor is able to communicate and
interact with the entire classroom, groups of students, and individual students.
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Presenting Videos and e-Streams
Taking classes online can be very challenging for some students. Some of
this challenge comes from students not seeing their teacher as they would
in face-to-face classes. This case study explored suggestions for including
teacher-made videos and e-streams in online courses to help in adding
teacher presence online.

Adding Teacher Presence Online
Research has found that teacher

a video made for a particular student

presence in online classrooms is

(Vierstra).

helpful in keeping the students
engaged in their classes and

Galen Davis, Senior Educational

motivated to complete required

Technology Specialist at University

assignments. Teachers are able to

of California, San Diego, suggests

be present online through including

some ways to use videos and

teacher-made videos and e-streams

e-streams in online courses to create

in the course assignments. Gretchen

teacher presence in the classroom.

Vierstra, Senior Editor at Understood,

Teachers might create videos to

has more than twenty years of

review the week’s activities, provide

experience in public education.

information on the next module or

Vierstra suggests that teacher-made

block of lessons, provide class or

videos that include instructions on

individual feedback on a completed

how to do assignments are helpful

assignment, share their own views

for online students to view. She

on the material being reviewed,

says to make an instruction video

or demonstrate a process being

short and to provide examples and

covered in the class. Teachers might

possibly the steps that should be

also consider using e-streams to

taken to complete the assignment.

cover similar information so that they

Vierstra recommends that teachers

are able to interact with students and

also make content videos to help in

answer any questions that students

explaining important concepts. Using

might have. The e-streams could

a video for this purpose is helpful

be recorded for future viewing by

because students are able to view the

students who did not attend a class

video as often as they need to. And

(“5 Great Uses”).

if transcripts are provided, students
have notes on the content for future

Davis suggests using a review,

review. Teachers might also consider

preview, and motivate sequence

making personalized videos to help

in videos that describe the week’s

in building a relationship between

activities or preview the next module.

themselves and a student. Feedback

Reviewing previously covered

on assignments and suggestions on

related course material, previewing

how a student might do something

the material in a new module and

differently is good content to share in

discussing the best way to approach
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learning it, and motivating the
students by explaining how the
module’s material is relevant and
relates to the real world will provide
students information that should
engage them in wanting to learn
the upcoming material (“Creating
Module”). The review, preview, and
motivate sequence can also be used
in e-streams.
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Videos and e-Streams Online
In a study done by Petillion and

and other information that describe

McNeil, both from the Department

the experiment. The three videos

of Chemistry at the University

totaled about 15 minutes in length,

of British Columbia, an effective

so each one was quickly viewed.

way of presenting videos made

Petillion and McNeil mentioned that

by using Johnstone’s Triangle as

an alternative might be to combine

a pedagogical framework was

the three videos into one, but to try to

described and reviewed. The goal

be sure that the one video was about

of this study was to describe the

15 minutes as well (1538).

various features used to create a
unique video experience and review

These videos were unique because

feedback from students regarding

the instructor did an introductory

their perception and satisfaction with

recording, much like an e-stream, to

the videos.

prepare the students. The content
videos used Johnstone’s Triangle

The study took place at the

to explain the concepts. And the

University of British Columbia’s

content videos included interactive

Okanagan campus and included

questions that students were

students enrolled in first-year general

prompted to answer while watching

chemistry courses. The classes were

the videos. After a student answered

flipped online classes, so students

a question, he or she paused the

were asked to do learning activities

video. The student was then given

before attending an instructor-

immediate feedback. If the student

led meeting to further discuss the

answered a question incorrectly he

material. A series of content videos,

or she was informed why the answer

along with a live instructor recording

was incorrect and the concept was

or e-stream that introduced and

further clarified so that the student

explained the content, were created

then understood how the correct

for the learning activities.

answer was arrived at. The student
could then continue to the next part

The content videos were developed

of the video. Petillion and McNeil

using the Johnstone’s Triangle

suggested that breaking up the video

model. In this model information in

with interactive questions helped the

presented in three representations.

student stay engaged (1539).

The macroscopic level includes a
teacher performing an experiment

Students had a very favorable

in a lab. The submicroscopic level

perception of their video experience.

shows, through using animation, the

When asked if the videos were helpful

interactions of the elements included

in understanding and applying the

in the experiment. The symbolic level

content, 76% percent gave positive

shows, through written information

responses, of which 30% strongly

on a whiteboard, chemistry equations

agreed that the videos were helpful
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in understanding and applying the

One difficulty students had with the

content. In follow-up interviews, the

videos centered on the interactive

majority of respondents said the

questions. They mentioned that the

animated video was the most effective

feedback was appreciated but also

for learning the material. One student

confusing. They also suggested that

said “[I like] the animations. I think it’s

the questions be written more clearly.

helpful to see it [because] it can be

Petillion and McNeil have since

hard just to describe it” (Petillion and

changed the interactive question

McNeil 1540). The majority of the

part of the videos so that the process

students interviewed also said that

runs more smoothly.

they became very engaged in the
video experience when viewing the
instructor’s introductory recording, as
the instructor was very entertaining.
The students became immediately
engaged because the instructor
was enthusiastic and added some
humor to his delivery. One student
commented that this type of delivery
kept the subject interesting.
In the follow-up interviews, students
also

commented

about

the

importance of the instructor’s role
in creating and participating in the
videos and that they experienced
seamless integration between
the pre-class activity of viewing
the videos and the instructor-led
portion of the class. Students felt
that aligning the “videos with their
specific coursework and the delivery
from a known instructor increased
their confidence in the validity of the
material as compared to instructional
videos from other sources” (Petillion
and McNeil 1540).
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Conclusion
During the study a pretest and posttest were given before and after the
viewing experience to determine if watching the videos helped students
learn the material. The results showed that students performed significantly
better on the posttest, as well as on each individual question on the posttest
(Petillion and McNeil 1539). The researchers were able to conclude that
students learned effectively through the video experience.
A goal of the researchers was to ensure that the instructor was perceived to be
present online. Students agreed that this happened. Petillion and McNeil said
that comments from students “noted the captivating nature of the videos …
[and that the] lively, enthusiastic, and humorous presentation [of the instructor]
increased engagement” (1540). Also the fact that the e-stream and videos
were created by the instructor was of importance to the students, as the
students perceived the content to be stronger since it was instructor created.
The researchers learned that through the use of e-streams and videos the
instructor was indeed considered present. The students were motivated
to actively learn the material and were kept engaged through the strong
delivery style of the instructor. The interactive questions presented a good
enhancement, as students received immediate feedback and were involved in
the learning process. A final conclusion about the e-stream is that “live footage
of the instructor directs and anchors the instructional narrative and provides
the learner with visual social cues that are absent from traditional screencast
videos” (Petillion and NcNeil 1541).
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Visual Analysis – Videos and e-Streams
Petillion and McNeil created a

figure 2 the instructor is explaining

series of videos that included a

the subject, hence forming an anchor

live instructor recording and three

framework for the content videos.

videos that explained a chemistry

The three images in figure 3 help

topic using the Johnstone’s Triangle

describe each content video. The

model. The Johnstone’s Triangle

first image shows the instructor

model suggests that a subject be

conducting an experiment, the

learned first by seeing an experiment

second image shows a frame from an

demonstrated by a teacher in a

animation that describes a chemical

lab. This is the macroscopic level

reaction, and the third image shows

of the triangle. Next the chemical

the chemical reaction symbolically

reaction resulting from doing the

through using a pen and whiteboard.

experiment is shown through using

Petillion and McNeil name these

animation. This is the microscopic

images “To The Lab (representing

level. And last, the experiment results

the macroscopic), Let’s Get Small

are shown through using symbols,

(submicroscopic), and The Mighty

equations, and other related material

Pen (symbolic)” (1538).

by writing the information on a
whiteboard. This is the symbolic level

The images represent a form of art

(Petillion and McNeil 1538). For

as they make subject matter relatable

example, an instructor demonstrating

and entertaining by using symbols,

an experiment of what happens

explosives, circles, and color. The

when salt dissolves in water is the

medium used is photography. An

macroscopic level, the interactions

animation frame is used to describe

between the salt ions and water is the

the second content video. The

microscopic level, and the chemical

primary audience members are the

equation describing this reaction

students. The images were created

is the symbolic level (Rongde).

for students who view the videos

Petillion and McNeil stated that

and were likely included in a module

“overall, the videos include visual

description on the online class site.

footage of the instructor speaking

Other audience members include

directly to the learner, symbolic and

teachers and researchers that review

graphical chemical representations,

this study. In regards to the cultural

video of laboratory experiments, and

context, the instructor verbally

dynamic molecular animations that

introduces the videos in the series

are impossible or difficult to portray

so that students know what to expect.

in a lecture setting” (1538).

This technique is friendly to a variety
of learning styles as the presentation

Figures 2 and 3 (Petillion and McNeil

includes audio and visual elements.

1538) show representations of the
videos for one of the video series
created by Petillion and McNeil. In
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removed for copyright

Fig. 2. Figure 2 from Riley Petillion and W. Stephen McNeil (1538).

removed for copyright
Fig. 3. Figure 3 from Riley Petillion and W. Stephen McNeil (1538).
In describing the symbolism,

circles and that the entire structure

semiotics, and iconography seen in

blows up, emphasized by “WHAM!”

figure 2, the teacher is present and

in the background. The third image

is explaining content to the camera.

displays the written symbolism and

He’s very enthusiastic and his hand

signs of the various mediums in the

is in motion. He is very casual and

experiment and shows the resulting

relaxed, and is nicely complemented

product of what happens when two

by a coffee cup and other items on

equations are combined.

his desk that help identify him as
a teacher. In figure 3 the viewers

Figure 2 shows the instructor

first see the mad scientist who has

delivering an overview and figure

just done an experiment that has

3 shows a collage of the events.

exploded on him. The scientist is

Aesthetics is shown through the

explaining the chemical reaction and

realism of the experiment. Figure 2

a white board is behind him in case he

shows the instructor in real time, so

needs to show something in writing.

it depicts realism, and figure 3 also

The explosion might have been

shows realism through the explosion

humorous based on the expressions

landing on the teacher. The cartoon

seen on the person’s face. The

and white board images show the

second image is a cartoon showing

ending results of an event.

what might happen in the experiment.
It looks like faces are drawn onto
molecules that are represented by
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Conclusion
To ensure teacher presence in the online classroom, creating a video series
as suggested by Petillion and McNeil is an idea that should be considered.
The Johnstone’s Triangle model can be modified so that other than chemistry
subject matter could be presented similarly. The key part of this video series
was the introductory video, as this video established teacher presence and
in this case was done so effectively that students immediately became
engaged and motivated to watch the content videos. The introductory video
can also be easily done as an e-stream which might make this video easier
for teachers to create.
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Making Videos and e-Streams
Research has shown that video and e-stream assignments have positively
affected student engagement, satisfaction, and productivity in the online
environment. This case study reviewed training ideas for making videos
and e-streams and different types of video formats that might be used when
creating videos.

Some Training Ideas
Christopher Pappas, the Founder

(1) Is the lighting effective?, (2)

of

Inc.,

Is the presenter’s appearance

recommends a three part process

appropriate?, and (3) Is the presenter

be used when producing educational

looking in the desired direction? He

videos: preparation, recording, and

also says to try different camera

post-production. In the preparation

angles, music types, sound effects,

stage, Pappas says to first create

and graphic effects. In the post-

the video’s narrative and the visuals

production stage Pappas says to

needed to effectively communicate

check for sound quality and ensure

the content and then to decide when

that no background noise is heard,

the video should be shown. For

to check the length of the video and

example, should the video follow

double check that every segment

the content discussed in the third

should be included in the end result,

module of the course? Pappas

and to add background music and

says to make the video interactive.

visual effects as appropriate. He says

Questions that require students to

to double check that the background

participate might be added. After

music does not interfere with the

the script, visuals, and interactive

speaker’s verbal presentation. And

activities are developed, it’s time to

last, he says to compress the video

start shooting the video. Equipment

and to consider creating a lower

should include a camera that records

quality version to enable more

high-definition video, a tripod, a

students to view the video.

eLearning

Industry,

microphone, lighting equipment, and
video editing software.

Since the pandemic required faceto-face classes to transfer to the

In the recording stage, Pappas

online environment, students missed

suggests to film and record the

seeing and being with their teachers

material many times, so that during

each day. E-streams have become

the editing stage it is easier to add

increasingly popular to include in

and delete scenes. He says to pay

online courses because students

very close attention to details.For

are able to see and interact with their

example, the creator should consider

teachers virtually. When deciding on

the following questions and ensure

a platform to use to offer e-streams,

that they are answered positively:

two platforms might be considered.
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Google Meet and Zoom offer relatively
similar platforms for e-streaming.
Google Meet is frequently used for
employee meetings in the business
setting. Its features include a share
screen and chat. Also a file can be
shared through the chat feature.
Zoom works well in conference or
classroom settings. Zoom connects
to webcams, telecoms, and other
conferencing equipment, so it is
easier to host more people in a Zoom
meeting than in Google Meet. Zoom
can host 500 participants during
a meeting, whereas Google Meet
can host 250 people. Zoom also
offers collaboration tools and is more
reliable for Mac users (Johnstone).
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Online Lecture Video Formats
Choe et al. did a study to determine

The results of the study found that

which type of lecture video was

students ranked learning glass and

strongest in engaging students most

demo videos most effective and

effectively. Eight types of videos

interview videos least effective in

were included. Six videos, designed

regards to student satisfaction.

to teach the overall lecture material,

Learning glass videos received the

were referred to as classic classroom,

most positive feedback because

weatherman, learning glass, pen

of the instructor’s effectiveness

tablet, talking head, and slides on/

in engaging and connecting with

off. Two videos, demo and interview,

students (Choe et al. 6-7). Along

were designed to supplement a part

with the instructor’s presence being

of the lecture through including a

of value to students, simultaneously

demonstration or an interview. This

viewing slides or other materials that

study took place at UCLA during the

supported the verbal presentation of

summer term of 2018 and included

the instructor was important (Choe

121 upper level students taking a

et al. 7-8). Demo videos scored high

physiology class (Choe et al. 3-4).

because of the students’ perception
of their experience and of the

When creating the videos, Choe et

instructor’s role. The student’s felt

al. incorporated the research done

that they were able to interact and

by Richard Mayer and Mayer’s

connect with the instructor, as well

colleagues. Choe et al. ensured that

as the material presented. Students

the principles identified in Mayer’s

indicated that they learned more, or

research were incorporated in the

had a better learning outcome, when

videos. Some of the principles

viewing learning glass and demo

identified by Mayer’s research

videos.

included presenting material in
learner-paced segments rather

Although

students

liked

than continuously; doing some pre-

instructor’s presence and added

training or reviewing of names of

visuals in learning glass videos,

people, definitions of unique words,

they said that for complex course

or key points of main concepts; and

materials that required an image

speaking during a video, rather than

or animation, learning glass videos

having students read text (Mayer and

would not be a good choice. Students

Pilegard 316). Additional principles

mentioned that learning value was

included eliminating unrelated

strengthened when viewing slides

information, highlighting essential

on/off and interview videos because

information, ensuring all printed

these videos were interactive and

text was relevant, and displaying

instructional.

visuals and visuals’ explanations
simultaneously (Mayer and Fiorella
306).
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the

Choe et al. concluded that videos
were perceived positively online,
independent of the complexity of
the material presented. They also
concluded that some video styles
were definitely more appropriate to
use in online classes than others.
The preference of these researchers
was to use a high-budget production
studio as UCLA offers, so that
learning glass and demo videos could
be made. Choe et al. suggested that
for schools, colleges, and universities
with more modest resources pen
tablet and slides on/off videos might
be produced, as these videos were
likely to present a good learning
outcome as well.
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Conclusion
Overall the researchers felt that all video types included in the study were
effective, provided that the videos included the principles identified by Mayer,
strong instructor deliveries, and effective content. Choe et al. recommended
that training be offered to online instructors so that instructors were better
prepared to create high quality videos that incorporated these guidelines.
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Visual Analysis – Eight Educational Videos
Figure 4 (Choe et al. 3) shows the

Four images are also included in the

eight educational videos included

bottom row of figure 4. Instructors

in the research by Choe et al. Six

creating pen tablet videos (see image

videos designed to instruct the

E) use an interactive pen tablet to

lecture material are named classic

create visuals when lecturing. In

classroom, weatherman, learning

post-production the visuals are

glass, pen tablet, talking head, and

overlaid on a green screen located

slides on/off. Two videos, demo and

behind the instructor. The interview

interview, focus on a segment of

video (see image F) shows an

material. A demo video might include

instructor interviewing another

an experiment or a demonstration; an

person. In image F the instructor is

interview video shows an interview.

shown; on the whiteboard interview

Four images are included in the top

questions are posted. Talking head

row of figure 4. Classic classroom

videos display lecture slides created

videos (see image A) show an

by an instructor (see image G). In

instructor delivering a lecture while

post-production, the instructor’s face

pointing to a PowerPoint slide show,

is added. The box on the left-lower

a whiteboard, or a chalkboard

side in image G shows the instructor

displaying visuals that support the

who presented the lecture. The slides

lecture material content. In this image

on/off video (see image H) is another

a teacher is lecturing and using a

version of the talking head video.

whiteboard. Weatherman videos

In this video either the instructor or

(see image B) are filmed with a

the slide show is displayed, as the

green screen behind the instructor.

camera alternates between the two.

The instructor points to an area on
the screen and afterwards, in post-

In looking at the relationship of how

production, slides are overlaid onto

these images are arranged, as the

the screen. The slides are positioned

images progress the teacher has

so that the instructor’s hands are

less presence. All images on the top

pointing to the correct information.

row show a teacher talking to the

Demo videos (see image C) cover

audience. In the bottom row image

a segment of the lecture content.

E shows a teacher, but the teacher

In this image a teacher is doing a

is looking at a tablet. Image F shows

scientific experiment. Learning glass

a teacher talking to another person.

videos (see image D) include an

Image G shows just a head shot of

illuminated low iron glass which is

the teacher. And image H does not

placed in front of the instructor. On

include a visual of the teacher when

the glass the same material that

the student is looking at the slide

might be on PowerPoint slides or

show portion. When watching videos,

a whiteboard is projected. When

there is no face-to-face interaction

lecturing the teacher can refer to the

between the teacher and students.

visuals displayed on the glass.

However students are able to see the
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removed for copyright
Fig. 4. Figure 1 from Ronny Choe et al. (3).
teacher, so the teacher is present in

experiment, perhaps explaining the

the online classroom.

object she is holding. In image D the
actor is behind the iron glass and

The audience of figure 4 includes the

is pointing to the lecture material

students, but the students are not

projected on the glass. Not only do

visible. The instructor is presenting

viewers see the actor, but they also

information to the students and the

see the substance and symbols the

students are viewing the videos at

actor has written on the board to

their current location. For the reader

help in communicating the lecture

of this research article, teachers and

material. When viewing this image, it

other researchers are the audience.

seems that it might be difficult for the
actor to refer to the board because

Figure 4 represents a form of art.

she is behind the board. It also

The work shows different styles of

seems that it might be difficult for the

teaching videos. Photography was

students to get a really good visual

used to capture a descriptive image of

because the actor’s movements

each video type. Figure 4 tells a story

might block some of the material on

about several learning experiences.

the glass.

In the top row, image A shows a
classroom setting with a whiteboard

Image E shows the actor looking

and perhaps a blackboard in the

down at a tablet while she is likely

background. The actor is acting out

speaking into a microphone. At the

her role as a teacher in a classroom,

same time she is writing symbols,

in front of a camera. Image B is

ratios, words, and other information

identified as the weatherman. In

on the tablet so that her students

this picture the actor is in front of

gain a better understanding of the

a green screen and an image is

lecture material. The actor’s eyes

shown on the green screen. The

are focused on the tablet, rather

actor is pointing at certain objects

than the camera, so the students

on the green screen, much like a

will likely be looking at the screen

televised person providing news on

rather than the actor. In image

weather conditions does. In image C

F the actor is being interviewed.

the actor is demonstrating a science

The actor appears to be talking to
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the interviewer rather than to the

Realism is captured in the images

students watching the video. The

displayed in figure 4. The students

whiteboard is displaying information

can relate to the classroom

related to the interview. This video’s

environment even though they are

content is likely preplanned so that

not physically present in a classroom.

the information included relates to

The students should have some prior

the week’s lecture. In image G the

knowledge to help them understand

actor is present and talking about

the content being discussed. The

the information projected on the

actor uses symbolism to pass on

screen. The students are receiving

the message being communicated.

symbolism through the words,

Provided that the actor’s delivery is

messages, and formulas that the

effective, students should have a

actor is discussing during the lecture.

positive learning experience when

In essence the actor is talking to the

watching a video.

written information on the visual.
In image H a lot of symbolism is
shown in the visuals. The actor is
able to discuss the visuals while the
student’s view alternates between
the actor and the visuals.
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Conclusion
Through completing a visual analysis of figure 4, this thesis student has a
strong understanding of different types of educational videos that might be
included in online classes and some of the techniques used to create these
videos. As Choe et al. said, teachers new to the online environment needed
additional training if they wanted to create educational videos. They felt that
because of the overall success of videos in establishing teacher presence
and creating a positive learning experience for students, this training should
be made available.
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Answers to Research Questions
Through the sources included in the literature review and case studies, the
three research questions are answered. The first research question asks if
adding e-streams and teacher-made videos to online classes affects student
motivation. Several studies have shown that adding e-streams and teachermade videos to online classes positively affects student motivation. Gillis
and Krull found that their students were most engaged and interested in
assignments that required interaction with the teacher and/or other students.
Zoom meetings and PowerPoint presentations with voice over were liked by
the majority of their students (291). Dash found that students became engaged
and motivated to view videos if the teacher delivered a nicely communicated
presentation with good style, tone, and body language (269). Wright found
that if a teacher delivered an e-stream and asked students to react and ask
questions, the students were motivated to learn and very engaged. Following
the e-stream with additional assignments kept the students interested,
especially if the assignments required interaction with other class members
(69). Petillion and McNeil found that students were motivated to actively learn
when viewing videos and e-streams if they were kept engaged through strong
instructor delivery and interactive questions (1541).
The second research question asks if adding e-streams and teacher-madevideos to online classes affects student productivity. Several studies have
shown that adding e-streams and teacher-made videos to online classes
positively affects student productivity. Brame found that videos enhanced
student learning. Making videos part of homework assignment helped
students understand difficult concepts and students considered the videos to
be very useful. Adding questions to videos helped increase student learning,
as students took notes and were more relaxed when taking tests (Brame
5). Brame said that videos should be short and use signaling to emphasize
important content. And the speaker should use conversational language, as
conversational language has a greater impact on student learning because
the student becomes more engaged (Brame 4).
Harrison found that teaching videos positively impacted student learning, but
the amount of impact was dependent on production quality, video length, and
included video enhancements and how each of these contributed to student
learning (266). He agreed with Dash et al. that the quality of the teacher’s
presentation was of most importance and the instructor must present a
nicely communicated presentation with good style, tone, and body language
(Harrison 273). Perez-Navarro et al. found that videos that included how to
solve problems (1023) were helpful to students learning the material. Yang
found that videos that included step-by-step processes were helpful (13).
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Dash et al. found that presenting an information-type lecture before showing
a video had a positive effect on student learning, as students more clearly
remembered the important concepts stated in the video (244). Moore and
Smith learned that podcasts, which can be recorded and viewed several times
and in different classes, proved to be as effective as live demonstrations (407).
Hew et al. found that e-streams in online classes were as effective as instructor
lectures in face-to-face classes in student learning outcome (15). Students
said they liked the WeChat feature, as they were able to ask questions and
get immediate feedback. They also liked reviewing the content from an iPad
that the instructor wrote on rather than PowerPoint slides (Hew et al. 1819). Petillion and McNeil found that students had a very positive learning
experience when viewing a video if an instructor introductory e-stream was
viewed before the video (1540).
In looking at different video types, Choe et al. found that students felt they had
a better learning outcome when viewing learning glass and demo videos, and
that learning value was strengthened when viewing slides on/off and interview
videos (7-8). Harrison found that talking head videos had the highest impact
on student learning and filmed lectures the second highest impact (266).
The third research question asks if the majority of teachers have the training
needed to create videos and deliver e-streams. Several studies have shown
that teachers do not have adequate training. Freed et al. found that teachers
became stressed when they had to learn new technology and fearful that
they may lose their job if they didn’t learn it (600). Spoel et al. suggested
that technology training programs be made available to teachers, as many
teachers were forced into teaching online without being given any training
(631). Amhag et al. suggested that paid, in-service technology training be
offered to help teachers understand which technologies might be used to
help them in the classroom and with curriculum development (216). Wagler
explored the students’ perspective and found that students wanted teachers
to become more effective when communicating online and in using social
media and technology correctly (82-83). Choe et al. found that a variety of
video types could be effectively used in online classes and recommended
training be offered to online instructors so that they were able to create high
quality videos (12).
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The proposed visual solution is a website that includes ideas on simple ways
to use available technology to create teacher-made videos and e-streams,
as research has shown that adding videos and e-streams are effective in
increasing teacher presence online and in engaging and motivating online
students. The proposed website is unique, as it will provide suggestions that
can be done quickly to ensure the teacher is present online. The website will
be designed for teachers that are offered no other immediate training. This
chapter explains the process for developing the website.

Mood Board
A mood board was created to find different images that could help with the
focus of where this website might be headed. The images that were found
were different websites and their layouts, color schemes, equipment product
images, examples of advertising aimed at teachers, and typefaces. The link
to the mood board is https://pin.it/2bi5cNs.

Website Research
Three websites were reviewed to learn about the techniques used to instruct
teachers to teach online.The websites chosen include ideas for creating
videos and e-streams. The websites are Panopto (“Settling Into The”),
Edutopia (Farah and Barnett), and Wondershare (Cotty).
The Panopto site (see fig.5) offers suggestions on how to teach online and
describes how to create videos. Suggestions and ideas of what to do are
provided. Pictures are included, as well as video, to explain how to develop
online learning content.
The Edutopia site (see fig. 6) provides step-by-step instructions to help
teachers learn a functional system when it comes to making videos. The
strategy used by Edutopia is a very linear, step-by-step formula, that is
organized and stays on topic.
The Wondershare site (see fig.7) explains how to create a Zoom meeting.
The website includes images that are very helpful in conveying information
to the viewer, as the images show examples of what the viewer needs to do
to create a Zoom meeting.
These websites offer really good information.The material is very eye catching
and encourages the viewers to stay for a while as they feel comfortable. And
the color schemes chosen enhance each page.
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removed for copyright

Fig. 5. Panopto website page (“Settling Into The New Normal Of Online Teaching”).

removed for copyright

Fig. 6. Edutopia website page (Kareem Farah and Robert Barnett).

removed for copyright

Fig. 7. Wondershare website page (Margarete Cotty).
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Website Outline
In developing the website outline, a goal was to include as few pages as
possible so that the viewers aren’t overwhelmed. The first page is the home
page. The home page is designed to welcome the viewers and to provide
information on how to use the website effectively. From the home page,
viewers can go to the different pages on the website: an equipment page, a
videos page, an e-streams page, and a research page.
The equipment page provides information on different equipment needed to
produce videos. This equipment includes microphones, cameras, and tripods.
This page also includes pictures of the equipment.
The videos page provides information on creating a video and includes steps
viewers can take to edit their videos. This page includes a video tutorial, an
audio button, and a transcript of the video. The e-streams page includes
steps viewers can take to create an e-stream. This page also includes a video
tutorial, an audio button, and a transcript of the video.
The research page includes a narrative that summarizes the results of some
research studies that review the value of adding teacher-made videos and
e-streams to online classes and the need for additional teacher training. Some
tips for creating teacher-made videos and e-streams are also presented.
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Thumbnails and Sketches
The thumbnails show small drawings of ideas for each page of the website.
From the thumbnails sketches were created showing the five pages of the
website.

Thumbnails
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Home Page
The home page (see sketch 1) will display the navbar that refers to the pages
on the website: Home, Equipment, Videos, e-Streams, and Research.
On the home page a description of the website and the goals of the website
will be presented. The first draft of the description and goals is as follows:
Teaching Through Screens
Welcome to Teaching Through Screens. This website presents ideas that
teachers can utilize to create videos and e-streams for their online course.
The website is designed for teachers who are offered no other training by
their employers.
Goals
To provide ideas and techniques that teachers can use to easily develop
teacher-made videos and e-streams.
To review the equipment needed to create teacher-made videos and
e-streams.
To inform viewers of research that has been published that shows how
adding teacher-made videos and e-streams to online classes helps stimulate
students’ motivation and productivity.
To inform viewers that research shows that many teachers don’t have the
training needed to create teacher-made videos and e-streams.
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Sketch 1 - Home Page
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Equipment Page
The equipment page (see sketch 2) will include a description of the basic
equipment needed to make videos and e-streams. The equipment includes
microphones, cameras, and tripods. All equipment has been tested and used.
Pappas suggests that equipment should include a camera that records
high-definition video, a tripod, a microphone, lighting equipment, and video
editing software. The first three types of equipment Pappas mentions will be
discussed on this page. Lighting equipment and video editing software will
be included on the videos page.
A draft of the introductory narrative for this page follows.
Equipment
On this page you will find recommended equipment that has been tested
and used.
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Sketch 2 - Equipment Page
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Videos Page
The videos page (see sketch 3) will include a video that describes how to
make an introductory-type video for an online course. Viewers are able to
watch the video, listen to the video’s transcript, and/or read the transcript.
All three options will be provided to ensure that accessibility is appropriately
handled on this website and that viewers are accommodated as needed.
A draft of the transcript for the video follows the Sketch 3 page. The content
is based on my experience in making videos and wanting to provide very
easy and quick steps on how to create a video for teachers who have not
yet created one. When creating the script some of the suggestions made
by Pappas were included: (1) to write a script, (2) to make sure to have the
required equipment, and (3) to film and record the material many times.
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Sketch 3 - Videos Page
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Script
The Basics to Making a Video
Have you started teaching online? Are you brand new to making videos?
Or maybe you just want to recheck your video creation process. You have
come to the right spot. This Teaching Through Screens recording gives you
the basics to making a video.
1: The Set Up
The best starting place is to write a script. A script will help allow you to put
your thoughts on paper and keep the content more organized. If you are not
a script person, writing topics on note cards can also work.
2: The Equipment
You will need a camera, memory for your camera, and possibly a tripod.
You will also need a space to film. This space could be an office, a library,
or even a table with a wall behind it. It is always good to make sure that
your background isn’t too distracting, so take away anything that may not
complement the learning material.
For lighting, I recommend using an overhead light or bringing in a few lamps
from your house. When using lamps, consider taking off the shade as you
will get better lighting effects.
3: Recording the Video
Now you are ready to record your video. Do not worry if it takes a few times
to create a perfect recording, as it may take several tries. And note that you
can also overlay different takes of film when making your final video.
4: Editing the Video
Now that you have recorded your video, you will need to put your footage
into a video editing program. There are many video editing programs. iMovie,
Premiere Pro, After Effects, and Windows Movie Maker are a few programs to
consider. It all depends on how you want to build your video, as each program
offers different options.
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To get started it is best to locate your footage and to put it in a folder on your
desktop or in Documents. I recommend that you rename the footage so that
it is easy to locate and manage. Then make a new file of the footage and
name this file a unique name.
Start up your video editing software. Drag in or import your new file into the
video editing software. Depending on how large the file size is it can take a
few minutes for it to load, so be patient.
Now you are able to go through your video and start editing it. Depending on
the video editing program that you are using, you will have different editing
buttons. I recommend going through the buttons, to see what you have
available and test them out. Remember that “Control Z” will undo what you
have done if you do not like what you just did.
5: Rendering the Video
Now that you have your video finished it is time to render the video. Most
video editing programs will have the rendering section under “export.” Select
your preferences for your video and then press “render.”
Note: The rendering of your video could take a little while so go get some
coffee or relax a bit.
6: The End
Now that you know the basics to making a video, go try it. It may seem
overwhelming at first, but just keep at it and you’ll be able to get through the
process.
A Teaching Through Screens Production
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e-Streams Page
The e-streams page (see sketch 4) will include information on how to do an
e-stream using Zoom. Zoom was chosen because research indicates that
Zoom works well in online courses (Johnstone) and when creating online
materials (Day et al., Hew et al., and Wright).
A video that describes how to make an e-stream for an online course will be
included. As on the videos page, the viewer is able to watch the video, listen
to the video’s transcript, and/or read the transcript. A draft of the transcript for
the video follows the sketch 4 page.
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Sketch 4 - e-Streams Page
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Script
Creating e-Streams
Streaming is the new gateway to communicating with friends, family, random
people, and even students. Here at Teaching Through Screens I am happy
to show you how to set up an e-stream using Zoom.
Chances are your school has an account and can provide you the information
needed so that you can create a Zoom e-stream. Otherwise you will need to
sign up. The Zoom url is https://zoom.us.
After signing in, locate the “home” button and click on it. You will now see four
buttons: new meeting, join, schedule, and share screen.
Click the “schedule” button. You will now be able to schedule a meeting.
You will be asked to fill out the topic. The topic might be your classroom’s
name or the subject you are discussing. Remember to include a starting date
and time. You will be asked the duration of your meeting. Be sure to make
the duration as long as you might need it. If you plan to have meetings at the
same time each week, you can click on “recurring meeting” to make it easier
in future weeks. Zoom will provide you a passcode for the meeting.
In the audio part of the setup, you have options on how you want students to
hear the meeting. These options might be through a telephone, a computer
audio, a telephone and computer audio, or a 3rd party audio. It is a good idea
to select the telephone and computer audio option, to give your students a
couple of ways to Zoom in. Now click “save” and your meeting is scheduled.
When you start your Zoom meeting you will be asked to connect and
test your audio. You can join with your computer audio, which you should
have previously set up. If you need to test your audio after setting up your
microphone and headset, click “test speaker and microphone” first.
You are now in the Zoom call. You will have many buttons available. I am
going to focus on a few of them: the start/stop video button, the chat button,
and the share screen button.
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If you do not have a green screen and want a background, click the small
arrow to the right of the start/stop video button. You will see “choose virtual
background.” Be sure to pick the background you want.
The chat button opens up a chat feature. Your students are able to ask you
questions by typing questions in the chat.
The share screen button will share your screen. When you are ready to show
PowerPoints or other assignments you should definitely share your screen.
When your meeting comes to the end, you just need to click on the “end”
button. A pop-up comes up, “end meeting for all.” Click on this pop-up and
your meeting will end.
A Teaching Through Screens Production
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Research Page
The research page (see sketch 5) will show research on why online instructors
should include teacher-made videos and e-streams in their courses. The page
will also mention the need to train teachers on how to create these items, as
most teachers lack the needed training.
A first draft of the narrative that might be included on this page follows the
sketch 5 page.
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Sketch 5 - Research Page
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Why This Website?
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, several ground classes were
transferred to the online environment. Many benefits were seen through this
transition and it is likely that online classes will continue to be popular and
even grow in popularity in the coming years.
Research has shown that student motivation and productivity are positively
affected if teacher-made videos and e-streams are added to online classes,
as teacher presence is more visible. But, research has also shown that many
teachers need additional training so that they are able to create teachermade videos and present e-streams online. This website provides some of
this training.
(Note: Following is an idea of how research might be included in each section.)
Research
The following paragraphs summarize the results of some research studies.
Some studies have found that including teacher-made videos and e-streams
in online classes positively affects student motivation and productivity, as
teacher presence is established online through these assignments. Other
studies have found that training is needed so that teachers are able to create
videos and deliver e-streams.
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Teacher-Made Videos
•

Petillion and McNeil found that students were motivated to actively learn
when viewing videos if they were kept engaged through strong instructor
delivery and interactive questions (1541).

•

Brame found that videos enhanced student learning. Making videos part
of homework assignments helped students understand difficult concepts
and students considered the videos to be very useful (5).

e-Streams
•

Gillis and Krull found that Zoom meetings were liked by the majority
of their students. Students were most engaged and interested in
assignments that required interaction with the teacher and/or other
students (291).

•

Wright found that if a teacher delivered an e-stream and asked students
to react and ask questions, the students were motivated to learn and
very engaged. Following the e-stream with additional assignments kept
the students interested, especially if the assignments required interaction
with other class members (69).

Teacher Training
•

Freed et al. found that teachers became stressed when they had to learn
new technology and fearful that they may lose their job if they didn’t learn
the technology (600).

Tips to Consider
•

Brame found that adding questions to videos helped increase student
learning, as students took notes and were more relaxed when taking
tests (5).

•

Brame said that videos should be short and use signaling to emphasize
important content. And the speaker should use conversational language,
as conversational language had a greater impact on student learning
because the student became more engaged (4).
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Logo
When it came to drafting the logo, I wanted the logo to be very much a screen
or screens. I drew different computer monitor layouts and screen layouts, with
the screen being the main focus. So far, I have found that the screen layouts
work a lot better than the computer monitor layouts, as the screen layouts
have a lot less going on than the computer monitor layouts do.

Logo Sketches

Logo Color Scheme 1

Logo Color Scheme 2
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Final Logo
Not much has changed from the original concept. I found the logo to be
exactly what I wanted for this product. The logo is simple and to the point. The
main difference is placing the text so that it aligns more with the picture. This
alignment allows the image and the text to be at the same level.
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Banner
With the banner, I wanted the audience members to know the exact page
they are on, so I designed the banner to specifically identify each page of the
website. For example, the equipment page may have a piece of equipment
on the banner, along with the text “equipment.”

Banner Sketches

Banner Color Scheme 1

Banner Color Scheme 2
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Final Banners
These are the final banner designs for each page of the website. I wanted
each page to have its own identity.

Home Page Banner

Equipment Page Banner

Videos Page Banner

e-Streams Page Banner

Research Page Banner
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Website
Ideally, the website will be very simple to navigate so that teachers who have
very little experience are able to easily use it. I am using Adobe XD to see
what this website can potentially look like. The navbar is very simple and
clearly identifies each page of the website. I used the same page layout as
I did on sketches 1-5.

Color Scheme and Font
For the logo, banner, and website I used colors that I felt would be appealing
to the audience and pleasing to a person’s eyes. For the font I chose Arial,
as this font can be freely used and is recognizable.
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Research has shown that teacher presence in online classes helps to increase
student motivation and productivity and that including teacher-made videos
and e-streams in online classes is helpful in establishing teacher presence as
students see their teachers when completing these assignments. Research
has also shown that many teachers need additional training so that they are
able to create teacher-made videos and present e-streams online.
My visual solution is a website that includes ideas on simple ways to use
available technology to create teacher-made videos and e-streams, so that
the teacher’s presence online is seen as quickly as possible. The website is
designed for teachers who are offered no other immediate training.
The final website consists of six pages: an introductory page, a home page, a
videos page, an e-streams page, an equipment page, and a research page.
The original idea for the website’s page order was to have the equipment page
follow the home page. The final idea is to have the equipment page follow
the videos and e-streams pages so that the viewer is better prepared when
reviewing the equipment page.
A navbar, logo, banner, and footer are included on five of the pages. Links to
a few related research articles are included on the videos page, the e-streams
page, and the equipment page. A “Helpful Articles” button takes the viewer
to the links.
Several colors are included on the website. The viewer will see blue,
turquoise, yellow, white, and black colors (see fig. 8) working together to
display the contents of each page. These colors are different than those
shown in Chapter 3 as they are more accessible to the eye. Also in figure 8
are the updated logo and banners with these new colors.
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Fig. 8. Colors, logo, and banners (figure created by David Ritter).
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Introductory Page
The introductory page (see fig. 9) introduces the website.

Fig. 9. Introductory page (figure and photos created by David Ritter).
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Home Page
The home page consists of three parts: the website’s introduction (see fig.
10); the website’s goals (see fig. 11); and a map, with descriptions of each
page and a button to that page, that shows how to use the website (see fig.
12). A “First time here? Click this!” button takes the viewer to the map.
On five of the website page is a footer that includes the website title and logo.
Figure 13 shows the footer on the home page.

Fig. 10. Home page webpage introduction (figure created by David Ritter).

Fig. 11. Home page webpage goals (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 12. Home page map (figure created by David Ritter).

Fig. 13. Home page footer (figure created by David Ritter).
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Videos Page
The videos page (see fig. 14) is designed to teach the viewer how to make
an introduction-type video so that the teacher is immediately seen online. The
narrative on this page is also helpful for teachers who want to make videos
that provide information about course content. This page includes a video, an
audio bar for audio learning, and a transcript (see fig. 15) to accommodate
different learning outcomes and accessibility. A downloadable pdf of the
transcript is included so that the viewer can download the transcript for future
reference. Links to four related articles are also included (see fig. 16). The
URL address for these articles are (1) Vierstra – https://www.understood.org/
en/articles/teacher-videos-5-reasons-why-making-your-own-videos-can-helpwith-distance, (2) Davis – “5 Great Uses” - https://ctl.wiley.com/five-greatuses-of-video-in-online-courses/, (3) Pappas – https://elearningindustry.
com/producing-high-quality-elearning-videos-ultimate-guide, and (4) Davis –
“Creating Module” - https://ctl.wiley.com/creating-module-introduction-videos/.
One of the research questions asked if teacher-made videos have been found
to positively affect student motivation and productivity. In looking at motivation,
Dash found that students became engaged and motivated to view videos if
the teacher delivered a nicely communicated presentation with good style,
tone, and body language (269). Petillion and McNeil found that students were
motivated to actively learn when viewing videos if they were kept engaged
through strong instructor delivery and interactive questions (1541). In regards
to productivity, Harrison found that teaching videos positively impacted
student learning (266). Dash et al. found that presenting an informationtype lecture before showing a content video had a positive effect on student
learning as students more clearly remembered the important concepts stated
in the video (244).
Pappas suggested to film and record the material many times so that during
the editing stage it was easier to add and delete scenes. He said to pay
very close attention to details. For example, the creator should consider the
following questions and ensure that the questions are answered positively:
(1) Is the lighting effective?, (2) Is the presenter’s appearance appropriate?,
and (3) Is the presenter looking in the desired direction? He also said to try
different camera angles, music types, sound effects, and graphic effects.
In the post-production stage Pappas said to check for sound quality and
ensure that no background noise was heard, to check the length of the
video and double check that every segment should be included in the end
result, and to add background music and visual effects as appropriate. He
said to double check that the background music does not interfere with the
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speaker’s verbal presentation. And last, Pappas said to compress the video
and to consider creating a lower quality version to enable more students to
view the video.
The information on the video reflects the research done by Pappas. For
example, the equipment needed and filming several times are mentioned.
But the information presented is much more simplified so that the viewer can
learn to easily make a video.

Fig. 14. Videos page introduction (figure and photo created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 15. Videos page transcript (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 16. Videos page helpful articles (figure created by David Ritter).
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e-Streams Page
The e-streams page (see fig. 17) features the same layout as the videos page
to make it easy for the viewer to switch from learning about videos to learning
about e-streams. Providing a video, an audio bar, a transcript (see fig. 18),
and a downloadable pdf of the transcript will again accommodate the target
audience. Links to two related articles are also included (see fig. 19). The URL
address for these articles are (1) Johnston – https://www.androidcentral.com/
google-hangouts-meet-vs-zoom and (2) Wright – https://psln.parentsquare.
com/blog/learning-from-a-distance-making-that-connection-with-studentsand-families
One of the research questions asked if e-streams have been found to
positively affect student motivation and productivity. In regards to motivation,
Gillis and Krull found that their students were most engaged and interested
in assignments that required interaction with the teacher and/or other
students. Gillis and Krull also learned that Zoom meetings and PowerPoint
presentations with voice over were liked by the majority of their students
(291). Petillion and McNeil found that students were motivated to actively
learn when viewing e-streams if they were kept engaged through strong
instructor delivery and interactive questions (1541). Wright found that if
teachers delivered an e-stream and encouraged students to react and ask
questions, the students were motivated to learn and were very engaged.
She learned that following the e-stream with additional assignments kept the
students interested, especially if the assignments required interaction with
other class members (69).
In looking at productivity, Hew et al. found that e-streams in online classes
were as effective as instructor lectures in face-to-face classes in student
learning outcome (15). Petillion and McNeil found that students had a very
positive learning experience when viewing a video if an instructor introductory
e-stream was viewed before the video (1540).
This page includes information on how to do an e-stream using Zoom. Zoom
was chosen because research indicates that Zoom works well in classroom
settings, as suggested by Johnstone. Day et al. found that faculty had been
using Zoom to create online lectures from their homes, as it was an easy
technology to use (4). Wright had successfully used the Zoom platform to
engage her students in science curriculum (66). And Hew et al. found that
using Zoom for videoconferencing was effective when delivering online
instruction (15).
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Fig. 17. e-Streams page introduction (figure and photo created by David Ritter).

Fig. 18. e-Streams page transcript (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 19. e-Streams page helpful articles (figure created by David Ritter).
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Equipment Page
The equipment page (see fig. 20) features microphones (see fig. 21), cameras
(see fig. 22), and tripods (see fig. 23), as videos and e-streams can be
made using these items. All equipment mentioned has been tested and are
recommended for creating good quality videos and e-streams. On this page
are pictures and brief descriptions of different products. Links to two related
articles are also included (see fig. 24). The URL address for these articles
are (1) LEWITT Content Team – https://www.lewitt-audio.com/blog/usb-vsxlr-microphones and (2) Parnell-Brookes – https://www.digitalcameraworld.
com/buying-guides/best-lights-for-zoom-calls.
Pappas suggested that five items are needed to create videos: a camera,
a tripod, a microphone, lighting equipment, and video editing software.
Cameras, tripods, and microphones are discussed on this page. Lighting
equipment and video editing software are included on the videos page.
Johnstone said that webcams, telecoms, and other conferencing equipment
are needed when doing e-streams using the Zoom platform. Two webcams
that work well during Zoom meetings are included on the equipment page: the
Wansview 1080P PC Webcam and the AVerMedia Live Streamer CAM 313.
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Fig. 20. Equipment page introducton (figure and photo created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 21. Equipment page microphones (figure and photos created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 22. Equipment page cameras (figure and photos created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 23. Equipment page tripods (figure and photos created by David Ritter).

Fig. 24. Equipment page helpful articles (figure created by David Ritter).
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Research Page
The research page provides a description of why this website was created. It
presents research findings that (1) support the use of teacher-made videos
and e-streams in online courses and (2) indicate that teachers need additional
training to successfully create these items. Some tips learned from the
research are suggested. And a bibliography is included.
The research page is divided into three sections. The first section includes the
description in the Why this Website? part (see fig. 25). The second section,
“Research” (see fig. 26), includes narrative that summarizes related research
articles and also suggests some tips (see fig. 27) for creating teacher-made
videos and e-streams. The third section, “Bibliography” (see fig. 28), includes
a listing of all sources cited on this website.
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Fig. 25. Research page introduction (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 26. Research page article summaries (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 27. Research page tips (figure created by David Ritter).
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Fig. 28. Research page bibliography (figure created by David Ritter).
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Why this Thesis?
When deciding on the topic for this thesis, I reflected on personal experience.
About two years ago a teacher asked me for help in creating videos for an
online course and another teacher asked me for help in creating e-streams
for an online course. The first teacher was employed at a college that very
suddenly required that teacher-made videos be a part of the online courses
taught at that college. The second teacher was reacting to the COVID-19
pandemic, in that his college was transferring classes from ground to online
within a few weeks. Both teachers were easily helped by being given some
instruction on how to create videos and e-streams. And this experience led
me to wanting to learn more about the need for additional teacher training in
regards to creating videos and delivering e-streams online.
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Research
After completing some preliminary research on the effects of COVID-19 on
education, I found that most schools and colleges transferred many courses
from ground to online in a very short period of time. This change resulted in
teacher presence diminishing from the classroom and students becoming less
motivated and productive when completing their coursework. The research
indicated that teacher presence could be increased in the online environment
if teachers created videos for their classes and delivered e-streams online.
But research also showed that many teachers needed training, as they didn’t
know how to create videos and deliver e-streams.
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Visual Solution
The visual solution of this thesis is a website that includes ideas on simple
ways to use available technology to create teacher-made videos and
e-streams. The website is unique, as it provides suggestions that can be
done quickly to ensure the teacher is present online as soon as possible. The
website is created for teachers that are offered no other immediate training.
The website is designed so that it is simple to understand its content. The
content is presented visually and when possible, auditorily, so that multiple
learning styles are met. By reviewing just three web pages, the viewers can
learn about the equipment needed to make a video and e-stream, how to
create a video, and how to deliver an e-stream online. For those viewers that
want to learn from teachers who have had experience using teacher-made
videos and delivering e-streams in online courses, one web page provides
information about what specific teachers have done in their own classrooms.
This web page also provides some tips that should be considered when
making videos and delivering e-streams. The simplicity of this website is
inviting to viewers in that they are not overwhelmed from being given too
much information, and yet are given the practical information they need to
get started in creating videos and delivering e-streams.
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Follow-Up
After completing the website I showed it to the two teachers I worked with
a few years ago. I found that both teachers very much liked the website
and saw the contents as being immediately helpful to teachers new to the
online environment and also to teachers who want a current update on the
equipment available and the tips learned from others in the field.
When doing the research I learned that even if the COVID-19 pandemic
did not exist, the online environment was increasing in popularity. Some
researchers considered the online environment to be the new normal because
of the many benefits it offers. School personnel, teachers, and students
have come to see the online environment as cost effective, convenient, and
enjoyable.
Research indicated that teacher presence has been found to be very helpful
in ensuring that students stay motivated and productive when completing their
coursework. The visual solution’s goal is to train teachers how to easily use
the software and equipment needed to create videos and deliver e-streams
online. Through teacher-created videos and teacher-delivered e-streams,
students are able to see their teachers online and even interact with them.
The visual solution seems that it will withstand the test of time with appropriate
upgrades that might include adding related equipment and software that
come about in the future. With these upgrades this visual solution should be
helpful to many teachers during the next several years since online classes
have become a new normal and teachers need to be prepared to teach in
the online environment.
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